Weather
Mostly cloudy today and Friday with a chance of showers today and tonight. High today in
the mid -60’s with a low tonight
in the upper 40’s, warmer Friday.
Winds will be mostly from the
west-northwest at 10 to 20 m.p.h.
SJSU Meteorology
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Notice
The Spartan Daily will not publish tomorrow because the day
before Spring Break has traditionally been a low attendance
day at SJSU. The Daily will continue its regular publication
schedule Tuesday, April 20.

Phone: 277-3181

Late fee payment owed A.S.
will prevent program funding

Barry Allen

Spartan Daily reporter Louise Ransil answers media questions concerning her story (see story page 12).

SJSU starts investigation
of campus porno industry
By Kevin McCarthy
SJSU Housing Director Cordell
oland mgt with dormitory resident
(Ivisers Tuesday as part of the
iniversity’s investigation following a
vpartan Daily story oil pornographic
lint-making in campus dorms.
When contacted, Koland said, "I
lon’t have any comment to make at this
In a prepared statement released by
[antes Noah, university relations
lirector Tuesday, President John
Junzel said, "The university is conlucting an investigation into the
illegations reported in the Spartan
/ally. Obscene behavior is clearly
:ontrary to university policy.
1ppropriate disciplinary action may be
nitiated if evidence of conduct in
iolation of university regulations is
incovered."
D.A. action
Bunzel also said the university would
entact the district attorney’s office to
’determine if it wishes to take any
etion in the matter."
William Hoffman, Santa Clara
7ounty chief assistant district attorney,
aid Wednesday he had been contacted
iy University Police Chief Earnest
juinton on possible prosecution of the
eople involved.
Out of town
Quinton and his administrative oficer, Larry James, were both out of
own on business Wednesday.
However, Quinton issued a prepared
tatement before leaving.
"The department is investigating and
working with the district attorney’s
,ff ice in regards to potential criminal
iolations of the law," he said.
Hoffman said it would be up to the

University Police to gather evidence
and that he would prosecute "if there
was a case."
The normal charges for something
like this would be prostitution and
pimping," Hoffman said.
Performing sex acts on film for
money is prostitution and the hiring of
actors and actresses to perform the
acts is pimping, according to Hoffman.
Distributing illegal
Hoffman also said making pornographic films for private use is not
illegal but distributing them is illegal.
Student reaction on the story ranged
widely.
Jan Sowa, environmental studies
junior, said, "I was surprised it was
going on. I wasn’t aware the Spartan
Daily was getting into smethine like

that. It was good."
"There’s a free enterprise system
within this country, or so I’ve heard,"
said Greg Murphy, environmental
studies junior. "I can’t see any harm in
some indoor sports going on in the SJSU
dorms."
Jerry Kopp, political science senior,
said, "It’s nice to have decadence at
SJSU."
Dick Wooley, urban planning
graduate, said, "I wasn’t surprised at
all. I think it is a reaction to a still rigid
set of mores in this country. I don’t feel
it should be banned unless it’s found
that there are some criminal dealings
accompanying it."
All SJSU professors and staff contacted declined comment and some
doubted the validity of the story.

Porno makers react
to article descriptions
The Spartan Daily story on pornography filmed on the SJSU campus
has brought mixed reactions from the
people described in the article.
(hie student, identified in the article
only as "Steve," the SJSU student
turned porno film director and
producer, said he felt the article was
accurate and representative of his
pornographic productions and the
people involved in those productions.
When interviewed Tuesday by
telephone lie refused to comment on
what effects he expects the article and
the possible investigations resulting
from the article to have on his por-

nographic productions. He did not
sound worried.
Ile also declined to say whether tie
will continue to film pornography.
Another student, identified in the
article as "Don," said he was unhappy
with being described in the article as
feeling "sexually inadequate."
The other people in the article were
not available for comment.
The story, which was published in
Tuesday’s Daily, told of a group of
about 40 students who directed, filmed
and acted in pornographic movies that
were produced and filmed in campus
dorms.

By Tom Tall
AS. probably will not receive an
anticipated 820,000 in time to fund any
additional programs this semester,
according to Greg Soulds, director of
student business affairs.
Soulds said he assumes from the way
the collection process has been going
the money "probably will not be here
until sometime in May."
The money is due from corporations
which pay their employes fees to attend
SJSU to further their professional
expertise and from state scholarships,
Soulds said.
The money, due for the fall semester,
was expected to be received during the
semester break in December, Soulds
said.
Soulds said the corporations have
been slow in making payments because
they are probably involved in their own
internal affairs such as closing their
books at the end of the fiscal year.
Funding prevented
The slowness of the corporations in
making payments has prevented AS.
from funding several programs, according to Colleen Culligan, A.S.
treasurer. The collected money goes to

the general fund which has not had any
funds since Feb. 23.
Culligan said the general fund is
usually depleted by this time of year
rather than in February.
"The reason a lot of the money was
spent was that the council was assured
by the university controller’s office that
the money would be coming in,"
Culligan said.
"I think council would have been
more careful in allocating money if it
had known the money wasn’t coming
in," she said.
Semana Chicana ’76, the fifth annual
Chicano culture week scheduled for
May 10-14, is one of the programs which
may not be held.
Money requested
The Semana Chicana Organizing
Committee SCOC ) which is coordinating the culture week, requested
$19,360 in March to put on its activities.
The AS. Council voted to make
Semana Chicana ’76 a "high priority"
for funding if expected money were
received in time.
Soulds said it was "very doubtful" at
this point that Semana Chicana ’76
could go on unless the money were to

Effort made to limit probations

EOP frosh get guidelines
By Nick Baptista
Opportunity
The
Educational
Program t EOP I has developed a way
to help incoming freshmen EOP
students avoid academic probation.
The program would help freshmen
develop the fundamental study skills
needed in college since it stresses lower
division courses.
Bill Carter, EOP counselor, said EOP
students need 12 units to receive
financial aid. During the walk through
registration, he said, they often choose
any class without much regard to the
difficulty of the class just to fulfill the
aid requirements.
Consequently EOP students are
getting classes they might flunk, he
said.
Half of the incoming EOP students
walkthrough
in
participate
registration. By then ninny of the
classes they need are filled each
semester, Carter said.
EOP counselors are also trying to
make sure that the students get into the
general education classes.
Openings for EOP students in History
17A classes have been established in
previous semesters, said Stella Nanez,
EOP counselor.
Dr. John Gahm, chairman of the
English Department, said over the

entire school year there is enough room
for students who need English 1A, but
the department can’t meet the demand
for one semester.
EOP has proposed to the administration making it mandatory for
incoming freshmen to pick up their
schedules from the EOP office.
Alonzo Smith, EOP counselor, said
the intent would be to advise the
students when they pick up the
schedules.
Gabriel Reyes, EOP director, said

A surplus of $26,000 is anticipated this
iscal year. That money will be corntilted to the remodeling project.
There will be no trouble in coming up
with the estimated surplus, according
o Wineroth.
The revamping of the food service
trea will include accoustical treatment
n ceilings, walls and floors. Sonic
arpeting and wood flooring will be
nstalled.
Pat Noda, architect for the project,
uggested removing the flourescent
ighting and replacing it with inandescent. This will improve the atnospheric quality of the union, and
hould not increase energy costs, she
aid.
Certain areas of the cafeteria will be
eatured, such as a beverage bar, pizza
land and ice cream counter. Each
lea will have a character of its own,
iccording to Noda.

By Mike Peasland
Authorization
for the
Basic
Educational Opportunity Grant
Program BEOG should arrive at the
beginning of next week, according to
Richard Pfaff, associate director of
financial aids.
The letter authorizing the release of
the financial aids checks is supposed to
be given to Donald Ryan, director of

financial aids, at a conference this
weekend at Lake Tahoe.
Students should then recieve their
checks about the niiddle of next week,
Pfaff said.
About 12 members of the Student
Revolutionary Brigade confronted
Pfaff yesterday in an effort to find out
why the BEOG checks were delayed
and what was being done about it. The
checks are about a month late.
Randy Scott, a spokesman for the
brigade, said they felt the university
was trying to put them off until the end
of the semester.
The students had originally planned
to met with Ryan but were told he was
at the conference.

Other action by the board included a
manager’s report on finances and a
request for a donation from the Frances
Gulland Children’s Center.
The $3 million dollar mark in sales
was achieved by the Spartan bookstore,
operating since last fall. Sales in the
bookstore are up 12 per cent. This $3
million figure includes profits and
sales.
Sales at the student union food service are up 24 per cent while Spartan
Pub and residence hall sales are
remaining steady, Wineroth said.
A request was made by the Frances
Gulland Children’s Center for a $2,000
donation. The donation would be used to
finance a summer program at the
center, at 405 S. 10th.
The board of directors did not donate
the money because of the $88,000
allocation for remodeling the student
union.
During the regular session the center
is funded through A.S., California and
Santa Clara County revenue sharing
funds.
Rich Thawley, president of the board,
suggested that an appeal be made to
A.S. for funds from the summer budget
Parents who attend SJSU use the
Gulland Day Care facilities. If the
$2,100 is not raised then the program
will have to cease during the summer,
according to Sheila Nelson, chairperson
for fund raising.
Approximately 30 children are cared
for during the summer. Ali appeal was
made to other businesses in the community for donations.

another problem is EOP students
taking more units than they can handle.
The testing office indicated that 25
per cent of EOP students on probation
carry 15 units or more. Reyes said, he
would limit most students to 13 units.
The proposed EOP program for the
incoming freshmen is:
3 units in a skill building class
3 units of History (to fulfill general
education requirements)
:3 units of English IA with a lab
’3 units of an elective

BEOG aid authorized
for release next week

Spartan Shops votes
to remodel cafeteria
By Pam Cronin
The Spartan Shops Board of Direcors voted yesterday to allocate $58,000
or the remodeling of the student union
afeteria
The remodeling will take place this
,umnier.
Harry Wineroth, general manager of
3partan Shops, said money will be
aken out of surpluses from last year,
eserve accounts and surpluses from
his fiscal year.
A total of $12,166 remained as a
,urplus from last year. Another $20,000
will be taken from two reserve acaunts, the student union equipment
eserve and Spartan Shops building

unexpectedly come in or unless the
council voted to use money in the
operating reserve account.
"I would be very opposed to that,"
Soulds said.
Soulds said Title V of the state
education code requires auxiliary
enterprises such as A.S. to maintain
adequate reserves.
Reserve not adequate
The $20,000 in the reserve account
now is not adequate, according to
Soulds.
The A.S. Council removed $5,000 from
the $25,000 operating reserve account to
help underwrite Black History Week,
held in February.
Because of the financial loss of Black
History Week, that $5,000 was not
returned to the reserve account.
Culligan said there is a possibility for
Semana Chicana to receive funding
through reserves.
"The money is there, it can be tapped," Culligan said.
Soulds said another alternative to
fund Semana Chicana ’76 would be to
get the University controller’s office to
release some $6,000 it is holding for
reimbursements and refunds.

When they arrived at the financial
aids office they were told they would
have to leave because of the small size
of the office and because they were not
authorized to hold a demonstration.
They finally met with Pfaff in the
hallway outside the financial aids office
as three policemen looked on.
The students said they had talked to
hundreds of students in the BEOG
program who will be forced to drop of
school if the checks do not arrive.
Pfaff said, however, that he had not
talked to anyone in the program who
was in such a position.
Funds for the BEOG program have
been delayed because Congress underestimated the amount of money that
would be needed to fund the program
for the current school year.
Congress appropriated the additional
funds in February, but red tape has
continued to delay the money.

rlevra lines

Graffiti takes to the street during chalk -in
Kevin Kelly, graphic design major, graces Ninth Street with
his artistic ability. Yesterday’s chalk -in, SJSU’s first in his
tory, had to be extended from the 2 p.m. deadline since stu-

dent response was so great. Students utilized the chalk -in for
graffiti comments and designs. The majority of the art work
had philosophical overtures.

Rep. Don Edwards’, 1)-San Jose,
office told Ryan last week that the
authorization would arrive this week.
Ryan called Washington Tuesday and
found out that the appropriation was
sitting on someone’s desk, Pfaff said.
According to Pfaff, Congress has
been asked to appropiate an additional
$7.92 million for next year, in addition
to replacing the nioney borrowed for
this year.
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Nunn’s ’unjust objections, delay hinders Econ student’
Editor:
What I’m going to describe is a
personal experience. At the same time,
lily confrontation with Dr. James
Willis, chairman of the Economics
Department, and Dr. Nunn, graduate
student adviser, is one which reflects
similar experiences of a great number
of students.
The first time I met Nunn, it was to
discuss my current academic status.
After having reviewed my file, he told
me of his displeasure with my
academic profile.
He scornfully referred to the courses
I had taken as -soft" and "unmarketable." The alternative, he
demanded, was that I not "waste" any
more time, but rather take sonic
"hard" courses like "Money and
Banking" and "Math for the
Economist."
My reply to him was that it makes
wore sense to me to get a real understanding of the world in which I am
living in through my education and not
to be a subject of the market operation.
It was after this discussion that Nunn
began to raise all kinds of unjust objections and to dictate the types of

courses necessary for my graduation.
For example, I have already taken
two quarters of calculus at another
university and transferred the units. In
accordance with school policy, this
fulfills the need for "Math for the
Economist" through the means of
petition.
Not until I had acquired permission
from the department chairman would
Nunn sign my petition.
At another time, he absolutely
refused to accept a transferred course
from another university, "Computer
Science." Once again, I had to see the
chairman of the department. Once
again, Willis expressed surprise at
Nunn’s actions and accepted my
petition.
At the beginning of the current
semester, Nunn set a new condition for
lily graduation.
This was the completion of a
graduate level course, econometrics.
The fact that this demand is in direct
opposition to departmental policy has
had little effect on Nunn’s "performance" as graduate adviser.
Last Monday was to be the day of my
oral examination. I had spoken with

Nunn and Willis the previous week
both had signed the agreement to ti‘I
effect.
Five minutes before the exam was)!
take place, the chairman of the revn
committee received a call from Wilt
on Nunn’s advice.
The orals were to be cancelled on tc
grounds that the department had II.
yet received my fall, 1975 records. I
I confronted Nunn with the probl
of my records and he told me it was
responsibility to obtain this data fort
department.
Upon further investigation, I foe
that the responsibility was not milY
but rather Nunn’s.
My person experience of the last ti
semesters has made one thing cleir
The disfranchisement of t1
Economics Department has broug:
about a complete breakdown of ail
meaningful communication and
operation between students a
faculty.
Unfortunately, resolution of t
problem looks to be far in the futu
Kostas Seoul
Economics Gradu

’Pros’ symbol of oppressio
Editor:
It started out with tacos and wine and
ended up with the trial of academia vs.
professionals. The central theme was
"How planning education can best
prepare students to be suited for the
profession." In other words what it
takes to become successful professionals like those who spoke to us at
the !fleeting.

opinion
Bomb threats a big joke?
Tragedy would end laughs
By Nick Chinn
University Police unexpectedly
received four bomb threats recently,
none of which turned out to be real.
By now many SJSU students, faculty
members and perhaps even the police
rarely take these bomb scares
seriously.
In the last few years nothing has exploded on the campus, nor has any
explosive device been found.
The recent incident boils down to a
single prankster making four phone
calls while hundreds of students
gathered outside missing valuable
class time.
That is, valuable for those who
consider lectures and discussions
crucial to the learning process. Some of
us are here to learn.
The first obvious reason why anyone
would have for making a phony bomb
threat is to miss class. The evacuation
and search of a building takes over an
hour.
However, it is a mystery as to why
someone would want to make these
threats so early in the semester when

staff
comment
the same call later in the year could
easily postpone a final. The idea is not
original its been done before.
There may be some hidden motives
for making a bomb threat on a campus,
sonic of which include:
-Making it easier to make a move on
that girl or guy you have your eyes on.
The class usually stays together
somewhat, just in case it has to go back
into the building. So a person can come
up to you and say, "Nice bomb scare
we’re having, don’t you think?"
-Making money. A big crowd is a perfect place for a pickpocket. Hold onto
your purse or wallet during the next
bomb threat.
-A picture. Some photographer got
desperate for a crowd shot ( I was
waiting during the first bomb scare for

’Hurricane’ free;
injustice goes on
Is.), Therese Beaver
With as much knowledge as we hat
gained in 200 years, we should have
learned something about justice to our
fellow man, whether he is black, green
or purple.
But, unfortunately this knowledge of
justice is slow in corning for many
people.
I am referring to some of the people
involved in the case of Rubin
"Hurricane" Carter and John Artis.
Carter and Artis, both blacks, were
convicted in 1967 of the June 17, 1966
murders of three white men in a
Paterson, N.J., tavern. Both men
denied any role in the shotgun slayings
and both had strong alibis.
At that time. Carter was ranked the
No. I middleweight boxer and was
about to fight a white boxer for the
middleweight championship.
His chances of gaining that title were
almost a sure thing.
Some people did not want a black
Mall holding that title, especially one
who was criticizing alleged police
brutality in Paterson.
Coincidentally, two witnesses, Arthur
Bradley and Alfred Bello, both ex -cons,
testified they saw Carter and Arils
shoot the white men.

staff
comment
Both Carter and Adis were sentenced
to life imprisonment following their
convictions.
Last year, the original trial judge,
Samuel A. Larner, refused to grant new
trials despite the fact that the two
formally
witnesses
prosecution
renounced their testimony, admitting
they were "put up" to testifying.
Lamer said their recanted testimony
"lacked a ring of truth."
Nine years later, on Saturday, March
20, 1976, Carter and Artis were freed on
bail.
heavyweight
Ali,
Muhammad
champion and one of the leaders of the
"Free Carter-Artis" movement, said as
he accompanied Carter and Artis at the
hail proceedings recently, "How would
you like to spend nine years in jail
unjustly?"
As I said, knowledge of justice is slow
in coming for many people.

a Daily photographer to take the shot of
the annual students-waiting-out-thefirst-bomb-scare-picture).
-Some demented rancher, ruined
financially by the current drought,
made the call to make believe he was
herding cattle out to the pasture.
Whatever the reason, the fact
remains that such actions are felonies
punishable by law.
Also on the serious side, it is
dangerous to stand so near to a building
being searched.
Bomb threats at SJSU may be jokes
now, but it will take just one real bomb
and someone will get hurt.

It seemed to me, though, the question
should have been reversed by asking,
"What does it take for planning
students to reject the role that these
professionals are advocating?" For, I
believe the present profession, free of
any social purpose, sold itself many
years ago to those who rule our society
and is now an agent of these opporssors.
These "professionals" are nothing

but a symbol of such an oppression. As
"urban experts" they are now more
than ever confronted with their
inability to comprehend the foundational basis of our urban problems
and their professional lives are being
threatened by their incompetency to
cope with these problems.
Yes, our friend is right: "It is important to know how to write a memo
and work with a computer or adding
machine." But I think it is more important to be able to go beyond thisform
of elitist professionalism which has
nioved far away from the realities of
our communities’ needs. It is important
to structure our profession in relation to
these social needs and to be able to use
planning as a tool for social change
rather than a servant of the ruling

class.
This is the challenge for the u
coming planning generation. The ne
generation recognizes the need 1.
social awareness as the basis for poll(
making. It also recognizes a deep sell:
of commitment to the disenfranchist
poor while promoting democrat
through planning mechanisms with
our urban environment.
It is indeed in this realization that t
profession should disqualify itself fro
giving direction to planning instit
tions. Rather, I believe planni:
schools should be the source of inspir
tion for professionals in updating the
assumptions about the new soci
economic realities in our urban e
vironment.
Jafar Mosl
Urban Planning (,radua

Right on nuclear, wrong on gov’t
Editor:
As an alumnus of SJSU. I find the
Spartan Daily to be interesting reading.
In the March 31 issue there is an article
on a speech given by Dr. Joel Primach
entitled, "Atomic Agency Attacked Prof Urges Nuclear Safety."
1, like Primack, am in favor of the
generation of electricity through the
use of environmentally clean, safe,
economical nuclear power. I was sur-

prised, however, to find that Primack
doesn’t understand the structure of the
governniental agency charged with
seeing that nuclear power plants are
safely constructed and operated.
The government recognized the need
for a commission that was charged with
regulating and not promoting the
nuclear industry, and, in January 1975,
replaced the Atomic Energy ComIlliSSi011 with the National Regulatory

Commission ( NRC ) and the Ener
Developmet
Research
and
Association ( ERDA ). The so
responsibility of the NRC is regulatir
the nuclear industry while ERDA do
energy research and development.
In view of this fact, it would appe
nuclear policy is presently in line wit
Primack’s suggestion and the publi
should be against Proposition 15.
R.W. Clemons

Political notes

’Hot summer’ for UFW feared
By John A. Ytreus
"If there’s a ’hot summer’ of violence
in the agricultural fields this year, the
Cesar
blame will rest with one man
Chavez."
That angry comment came out of
State Sen. Alfred Alquist’s, 1)-San Jose,
office last week over the recent dispute
over the funding of the Agriculture
Labor Relations Board ( ALRB ).
A lquist cites Chavez’s refusal to "give
a little" on the issue in order to enhance
a probable compromise with legislators
who favor the growers’ interests.
The senator added that ALRB lacked
the public’s confidence and he has
introduced an amendment to the
original funding bill that was "aimed at
restoring public confidence in the
AL1113 as an unbiased body."
But Gov, Edmund Brown Jr. has
recently disagreed in a recent speech
with a stinging attack on growersupported legislators.
Currently, United Farm Work supporters have been circulating a petition
to put the issue on the ballot. The
initiative would mandate the existence
of AIRB as well as voting rights.
According to supporters, they will
need at least 300,000 signatures by the
end of this month -- that’s approximately 2,000 a day since they
began early last week.
If enough signatures are attained, the
initiative will be on the November
ballot.
I..
Former Democratic Sen. Fred Harris
of Oklahoma has officially pulled out of
the race for the Presidential
nomination.
While Harris’ activities have been
terminated, he will still remain a

"declared" candidate.
This means that Harris will hold onto
his small block of delegates, although
he will have little influence if the convention becomes deadlocked.
Even with Harris’ withdrawal, the
Democratic race remains a crowded
one despite Rep. Morris Udall’s disappointing second-place showing in the
Wisconsin primary.
Udall poured in approximately
8260,000 and 19 campaign days in the
state more than any other candidate.
The surprising turnaround also
showed that two major networks can
goof a prediction despite all the electronic and professional resources it
relies on.
ABC, with the scholarly aid of
l’ollster Louis Harris, and NBC predicted a narrow Udall victory over

Jimmy Carter.
Udall then made a victory speech and
went to bed. Carter did not concede
defeat and also hit the hay early. But by
1:30 a.m. CST, Carter was standing in
front of cheering supporters holding a
copy of the Milwaukee Sentinel that
boldly reported a Udall victory.
In the final election returns, Carter
defeated Udall with a 37 to 36 per cent
vote tally.

ticipation in a real estate deal and in th
establishment of a bank on a
post.
Rep. Norman Mineta, 1)-San Jos
was one of the congressmen wh
favored the submition of the compla IIt

Thirty-eight House members , apparently in reaction to a "60 Minutes"
report on CBS-TV two weeks ago, have
referred a complaint against Rep.
Robert Sykes, D-Fla., to the House
Ethics Committee.
The complaint conies originally from
Common Cause, which has tried to get
the committee to investigate alleged
conflicts of interests in Sykes’ par-

Can Ford survive four years in th(
White House? What if Ronald Reagan
Jackson or Humphrey serve two term i
s? They would be in their seventie
when they retire if any becanit
President.

’1 ianbe
stild Ronnie
’And lb,
U’s’ twin
todottr
1?,

SURING RONALD KAGAN mnii GIANT ItEPLICAo,A STATESMAN

With so ninny of the candidates i
their sixties, why has there been s
little notice of who might attain the vie
presidential nomination?

Probable candidates usually mils
balance a ticket and the Democrats wil
certainly want to do that after tw(
consecutive liberal tickets.
Jerry Brown, who really
presidential timber, is a prime can
didate for the No. 2 spot. He would be r
nice balance if Carter wins the
nomination. Both men generally agret
on issues, too.
Sen. Adlai Stevenson III, 1)-Ill., ha!
always been a candidate for the yeep’l
position, but is generally a lacklustei
and unknown campaigner despite hi!
well-known name.
The Presidential candidate, though
may surprise everyone and pick k
virtual stranger- remember Agnew h
1968SuCh "unknowners" are Minnesot;
Gov. Wendell Anderson, Arkansas Se::
Dale Bumpers, Ohio Sen. John Glenn
Iowa Sen. Dick Clark and Texas Se::
I loyd Bentsen.
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Tower Hall’s automatic bells
chime notes across campus
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Lynn Lorimer

Helen Omstead plays a number on the carillon.

Center recycles
almost anything
Recycling newspapers and
aluminum cans is pretty
but motor oil,
common
computer cards, clothing
and other items can also be
recycled.
One recycling center
which will accept almost
anything is San Jose Recycling, run by the SJSU
Environmental Studies
Department in cooperation
with the city.
"If it’s recyclable, we’ll
probably take it," said Sean
Halloran, a social science
sophomore who works at the
center, which is located on
Singleton Road across from
the city dump.
Pays nothing
"But we don’t pay
anything for bringing stuff
in," Halloran added.
Some places will pay for
certain
recyclable
materials. For example, the
going price for aluminum
cans is 15 cents a pound.
Cans can be taken to a
number of locations, according to Kathy Clark,
of
SJSU’s
director
Environmental Information
Center.

Harris halts
primary bid
SAN FRANCISCO i API Former Okalahoma Seri.
Fred Harris has canceled a
California campaign trip and
will sharply scale down his
search for delegates in the
state, according to a campaign official.
Sources reported
yesterday that Harris had
decided to withdraw from
active compaigning for the
Democratic presidential
nomination after a series of
poor primary showings.
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include
Coors
These
distributors on Lenpest Road
in San Jose, Markowitz and
Fox on Old Oakland Road
and any of the Reynold’s
Aluminum mobile recycling
units, which are in various
places in the Santa Clara
Valley on certain days.
Newspapers profitable
Newspapers can also be
profitable according to
Clark, who also works at San
Jose Recycling.
"They’re paying $25 to $30
a ton for newspapers now
probably the highest it’s
every been," Clark said. "I
expect paper drives to come
back soon."
Pay for oil
Halloran said motor oil
can bring as much as five
cents a gallon.
A list of recycling centers
in the Santa Clara Valley is
available in the Environmental Information Ceder,
Building U (on Fifth Street
next to the Housing Office).
The center also has other
information on recycling.

By Jim Jones
"People take the carillon
for granted." said Helen
’Kim’ Omstead, who has
been sounding the bells from
Tower Hall off and on since
1950.
An accompanist in the
Music Department, Omstead
plays selections on the
carillon several times a
year, generally for special
occasions. At the moment,
she is the only person who
plays the keyboard-operated
chimes.
The cool, melodious bell
notes that float across
campus twice each day are
prodcued by an automatic
mechanism very similar to a
player piano.
In a tiny room off the
balcony of Morris Dailey
Auditorium sits a hulking,
computer-like machine and
a small keyboard instrument
resembling an organ. The
faint chimes produced by the
striking of tiny rods of metal
inside the machine are
electronically amplified into
rolling tones students hear
by large speakers atop the
tower.
Programmed music
When the carillon is
operated automatically,
which is most of the time, the
chimes are rung automatically, in accordance
with a punched paper roll
inserted in the machine.
Normally, the carillon needs
no attention, ringing out preprogrammed music at noon
and 5 p.m. each day.
The only attendance the
machine requires is a weekly
visit to change rolls. The
carillon has a stock of
several dozen different rolls,
each transcribed with two
different songs.
Besides the religious
music and classical works
that are traditional carillon
fare, the selections include
such incongruous selections
as "Raindrops Keep Falling
on My Head," "Somewhere
My Love" and the infamous
"Do You Know the Way to
San Jose?"
Omstead objects to both
the carillon’s automatic
operation and many of the
popular songs played on it.
"To me, the carillons are

there to be rung, and hymns
are to be played on them),"
she said. The automation
removes the human element
from the music, she added.
Omstead began playing
the bells while majoring in
music here in 1950, soon after
the campus first obtained a
carillon. President John
MacQuarrie
personally
asked her to play them.
"I didn’t know what they
( carillons) were," Omstead
said. "When he told me. ’I’d
like you to ring the carillon,’
I thought he wanted me to
pull on bell ropes."
After she graduated,
Omstead stayed in San Jose
and continued to ring the
carillon now and then until
the mechanism wore out in
1963.
Omstead returned to SJSU
in 1970 and took a position in
the Music Department.
When money was raised for
a new carillon in 1972, it was
only natural for her to begin
to play them again.
At one time, Omstead said,
several music students also
took turns playing the
carillon, but none are doing
so at present.
Plays birthdays
Omstead generally plays
the carillon for special occasions, usually for such
times as Christmas and the
Fourth of July, but sometimes also for weddings and
memorial services. She has
even rung out "Happy Birthday" a few times.
One of those times was for
SJSU Business Affairs
Director Glen Guttormsen’s
birthday. Omstead meant to
surprise Guttormsen, who
led the drive for a new
carillon, by luring him over
to Tower Hall on a pretext
and then playing the tune
while he waited outside.
"We (she and a student)
rushed up here, and then
neither
of
us
could
remember how ’Happy
Birthday’ went," related
Onistead. "So we just ran up
and down the scales until I
finally remembered."
Rung often
When she was still a
student, Omstead said, the
carillons were rung more
often, especially during

Retreat participants find ways
to improve education program
A saiiipling of participants
in the recent School of
in
retreat
Education
Asilomar indicates it was
successful in bringing out
suggestions for improving
the school’s program.
Approximately 90 people
from
the
School
of
Education, campus departments and local schools
attended the retreat March
25-26, sponsored by the
school’s academic review
commission, said Dr. Ronald
Hunt, co-chairman of the
commission.
All persons interviewed
agreed that it was worthwhile and should be done in
other
departments
on
campus as well.
More effective
Dr.
Keith
Lowell,
professor of elementary
education, said outside
participants "made it more
effective."
The retreat should be held
annually, Lowell said, adding that other departments
should begin similar conferences "because we don’t
visit or face each other every
day."
William
Dr.
Mad,
professor of education, said
problems were analyzed and

solutions begun.
Improve education
Dusel, a member of the
academic review commission, said he took the
position because he is involved in teacher education
and wants to improve it.
Betty Purseley, secretary,
said the retreat helped her
because
the
"communication barriers were
breaking down.
"The secretaries felt wellreceived," she said. "They
listened to our input and they
made it clear that we were
participants."
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The retreat was successful, said Dr. Richard
Smith, chairman of the
Department of Natural
Science, in that "disgruntled" faculty members
were able to "talk over"
problems in the school.
Smith feels it was important for outside members
to particpate because the
education department involves other campus departments in teacher education.
Although education students were invited, none
attended because of time
conflicts,

football season.
At that time, San Jose was
almost a small town and the
campus ended at the Home
Economics building on
Seventh Street. Tower Hall
itself had two large wings
housing several departments, she said.
"The earliest time would
be when I’d come on
Christmas to ring the
carillon," Omstead said.
"I’d be the only one on
campus. Tower Hall was all
black, and the sound of the
bells would ring out all
through the town."
The carillon itself is not the
most convenient instrument
to play, according to
Omstead. The instrument
has two keyboards of only
one actave in range each,
limiting what the performer
can do.
Another difficulty
Omstead had with the

By Ann Marie Huddou
The Campus Community
Task Force held a special
meeting yesterday to finalize
the preliminary drafts for its
next committee of the whole
presentation.
Willa Dawson, head of the
subsocial
concerns
committee, opened the
meeting with a list of the
tentative
committee’s
proposals.
According to Daws6n, the
committee plans to survey
facilities in the area, support
services for mental health
and compile an archive of
downtown-area history for
San Jose libraries.
"We’re trying to have a
positive image in the community," Dawson said.
Policies hit
Louis Barrozzi, AS. advisor, reported on the
housing subcommittee.
According to Barrozzi the
housing committee found
their original policies did not
meet with the agreement of
students. The committee will
begin a survey of boarding
houses neighborhood on
April 19.
Toni Sweet, assistant tn
Supervisor Cortese, attended
the meeting to discuss tihc
terms of the coming transit
election.
Sweet explained to the task
force members that they had
set in motion in mid February plans to purchase
at least 300 transit buses bj
the end of 1978.
Access increases
He explained that the
county has 200 buses now,
and with 300 new buses
accessibility would be
greatly increased.
The transit election is
trying to set up a fund to
match federal and state
grants, Sweet said.
"We’re not sure exactly
how the new buses will be
implemented, but we’re
pretty sure Gilroy won’t get
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are accepting applications for the following positions:

PROGRAM BOARD DIRECTOR:
The only paid position. ASPB Director oversee, the expenditures, provides leadership for the
chairpeopla acts as liason between Program Board and A.S. Executive and Council, prepares
and manages annual budgeting process. Nonvoting. At least 25 hours per week. 3 units
Credit offered.

ARTIST -IN -RESIDENCE:
Develops, plans,
credit offered.

and

coordinates the two:to-four annual artist:in-residence program. 3 units

CLASSICAL ARTS:
produces the visiting classical artists on campus. Develops series
Is 3 units credit offered.

Negotiates, contracts, and

contract

CONTEMPORARY ARTS:
Negotiate, contract, publicize, and produce "popular" concerts. 3 units credit offered.

University of
San Fernando Valley

COLLEGE OF LAW
Announcing
FALL SEMESTER 1976
Full-time 3 -year day program
Part-time day and evening programs
I
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DANCE:
Plans, selects, and produces at least two 21/2 day residencies by dance companies. Work with
Adviser and Director on National Endowment for the Arts Grant proposals. 3 units credit
offt red

DRAMA:
Needs a vigorous, energetic chairperson who will work hard to make success., with a small
$2000 to $3000 budget. 3 units credit offered.

FILMS:
Select, book, publicize, and run the Monday and Wednesday Cinema series. Plan and
produce film specials. Must be available to handle the ticket selling each Monday and
Wednesday night. 3 units credit offered.

FORUMS:
Selects, negotiates, Publicizes, and
units credit available.

produces

the visiting

speakers program on campus. 3

Interviews re Wednesday, April 21 from 9 A.M. to 11 A.M., and Thursday.
II A.M. to I P.M. Fill out applications and sign up for interviews at

nil
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Alcoholics Anonymous
meets from noon to 1 p.m.
today in the S.U. Almaden
Room.
The Portuguese-Brazilian
Club features a free slide
show from 12:30 to 2 p.m.
today in Engineering 132.
The SJSU Career Planning
and Placement Center
sponsors a job fair from
10:15 a.m. until 2:15 p.m.
outdoors on Ninth Street in
front of the Business Tower.
ea
The SJSU Humanities
Department and Humanities
Club sponsors a bicentennial
art lecture at 7:30 p.m. todaj
in Business Tower 14. Prof.
Bruce Radde, of the Art
Department, speaks on "200
Years of Portrait Painting in
America."
arse
The Chinese Program in
the Foreign Languages

Group finalizes drafts

INTERVIEWS FOR CHAIRPERSONS FOR 1976-77
The Associated Students

carillon was uncertainty
whether the tiny notes she
heard from the machine
sounded the same as the
greatly amplified end product, as the carillon
cannot be heard inside many
parts of Tower Hall.
She finally solved the
problem several years ago
by having a student play the
carillon while she stood
outside and listened.
Carillon different
Omstead said the SJSU
carillon is much different
than the carillon at the top of
the Campanile at UC
Berkeley. That carillon, she
said, is made up of full-size
bells struck by hammers, as
opposed to SJSU’s electronically-amplified
arrangement.
"Music’s just a part of my
life," Omstead said. "I’m
tied very close to the
university."

( spartaguide

A.S. Office, 3rd Floor, Student Union
Call Ted Gehrne, 277.3274 for further Information.

April 22 from

any more," Sweet said.
Sweet asked the task force
for input from the downtown
area. He said the downtown
area might not get any of the
new buses unless the task
force brought the need to the
county’s attention.
Encourages planning
Sweet encouraged the task
force to go on planning even
though their plans cannot be
implemented right away.
Sweet also asked for joint
support concerning a downtown shuttle bus service.
"The city doesn’t have the
facilities to begin a shuttle
service. Neither does the
county at this time. But
there’s always a chance for a
later date," said Steve
Speno, assistant to councilman Larry Pegram.
Plans discussed
Colleen Culligan, head of
the transportation subdiscussed
committee,
committee plans for traffic
diversion. Culligan reported
that Joe Bass of the San Jose

Advert.serne,..

Department of Transportation and Planning said it was
a good time to bring the issue
of traffic diversion up at the
city council.
According to Culligan.
Bass aid if for no other
reason the council would be
responsive to the diversion
plan because they are aware
that the traffic is getting
worse not better.
"We have to create a
hubbub enough for people to
hear us," Culligan said.
Barrozzi brought up the
issue of the planned expansion of Spartan Stadium.
He said the city was planning
to use campus parking for
the excessive number of cars
expansion will bring.
According to Barrozzi, the
city will use a shuttle system
to and from the stadium and
campus parking lots. He said
he instructed an aide to draw
up a report on the parking
situation to discuss with
Larry Pegram and Mayor
Janet Gray Hayes.
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Department sponsors a free
Mandarin movie at 7 p.m.
today in Engineering 132.
Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship meets at 7 p.m.
today. Gary Fischer speaks
on atonement.
crio
The Turtles, a club for
relaxed joggers, meets at 9
a.m. Saturday at the SJSU
track on 10th and Humbolt
streets.

Director
quits job
Robert E. Griffin, director
of student services and
activities, has resigned
effective July I.
Griffin has held the post
five years.
"It’s time for a change in
my life. I’ve been here too
long and need to go
someplace else," Griffin
said.
"I don’t want to get locked
into the position," he said,
adding it would be difficult
for him to make the change
later.
Griffin, 30, came to SJSU
as a student in 1966 and
obtained a master’s degree
in leisure studies.
Griffin said he doesn’t
have another job lined up,
but has some possibilities.
"I’m looking into industry
in a management or sales
position, he said.
He is also thinking about
going back to school and
working for his doctorate in
education.
"I’ve grown up at San Jose
State and it has been a good
experience," he said. "But
the need for change takes
priority. I feel like doing
something else."
As a student at SJSU,
Griffin was on the track
team. He also held the
national junior college
record in the 220-yard dash
until last year.
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NATIONALLY KNOWN
SPEED READING
COURSE TO BE
TAUGHT HERE
IN SAN JOSE
SAN JOSEGolden State Reading
Lab, Inc. will offer a 4 -week course in
speed reading to a limited number of
qualified people in the San Jose area.
This recently developed method of
instruction is the most innovative
and effective program available in
the United States.
Not only does this famous course
reduce your time in the classroom to
just one class per week for 4 short
weeks but it also includes an advanced speed reading course on
cassette tape so that you .can continue to improve for the rest of your
life. In just 4 weeks the average
student should be reading 4-5 times
faster. In a few months some
students are reading 20-30 times
faster attaining speeds that approach 6,000 words per minute. In
rare instances speeds of up to 13,000
wpm have been documented.
Our average graduate should read
7-10 times faster upon completion of
the course with marked improvement in comprehension and
concentration.
For those who would like additional information, a series of free,
one-hour, orientation lectures have
been scheduled. At these free lectures the course will be explained in
complete detail, including classroom
procedures, instruction methods,
class schedule and a special-timeonly introductory tuition that is less
than one-half the cost of similar
courses. You must attend any of the
meetings for information about the
San Jose classes.
These orientations are open to the
public, above age 14 (persons under
18 should be accompanied by a

parent if possible).
If you have always wanted to be a
speed reader but found the cost
prohibitive or the course too time
consuming...now you can! Just by
attending 1 evening per week for 4
short weeks you can read 7 to 10
times faster, concentrate better and
comprehend more.
If you are a student who would
like to make A’s instead of B’s or C’s
or if you are a business person who
wants to stay abreast of today’s
everchanging accelerating world
then this course is an absolute
necessity.
These special one-hour lectures
will be held at the following times
and places.
San Jose Meetings
Sunday, April 4, 2:30 p.m. and 8:30
p.m. Monday, April 5, 6:30 p.m. and
April 6, 6:30
8:30 p.m. ’Tuesday
p.m. and 8:30 p.m. Wednesday.
April 7, 6:30 p.m. and 8:30 p.m.
Sunday, April 11, 2:30 p.m. and 8:30
p.m. Monday, April 12, 6:30 p.m.
and 8:30 p.m.
The above meetings will be held at
Jay McCabe Hall, Room H. 145 W.
San Carlos.
If you are a businessman, student,
housewife or executive, this course,
which took 5 years of intensive
research to develop, is a must. You
can read 7-10 times faster, comprehend more, concentrate better.
and remember longer. Students are
offered an additional discount. This
course can be taught to industry or
civic groups at "Group rates" upon
request. Be sure to attend whichever
free orientation that fits best in your
schedule.
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City negotiates
on renewal plan

Labor leaders agree
San Francisco strike
won’t hurt San Jose
By Steve Forsythe
As San Francisco enters
the second week of its
workers strike, the entire
Bay Area is casting a
cautious eye toward the
(Tippled city.
What originally started as
a walkout on the part of the
San Francisco craft workers
has spread to the other city
worker associations, which
have joined the strike in
the
with
sympathy
tradesmen.
For those in towns
surrounding San Francisco,
this is a time which lends
itself to reflection upon their
government-employe
own
relatioirships.
Workers represented
In San Jose, the workers
are represented by seven
or
unions
different
associations.
These include the Peace
Officers Association; the
International Association of
Firefighters: the Municipal
Employe Federation; the
International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers ; IBEW ;
the Association of Engineers
the
Attorneys;
and
Association of Building,
Plumbing and Electrical
Inspectors; and the International Union of Operating
Engineers t IUGE
Bargaining contracts with
these
for
the
city
organizations is handled by
agencies
various
14
established and maintained
by employes of the city.
"The first major dif-

San
between
ference
Francisco and San Jose is
that this is a city run by a
city council as compared to a
city run by a board of
San
like
supervisers,
Francisco," said John
executive
Cummings,
director of Local 101, part of
American Federation of
State, County and Municipal
Employes r AFSCME I.
Cummings, whose AFSCME is part of the
Employes
Municipal
Federation, said labor deals
with a representative of the
city council. In San Jose, this
officer is Frank LeSueur, the
employe relations officer.
San Francisco, meanwhile,
IllUSt negotiate with a personnel commission, which
represents the supervisors.
"In both instances, the
respective governing body
has the final decision on all
labor contracts," said
Cummings. "But in San
Jose, we have a better
situation, more of a personal
contact basis."
I.eSueur
observed
a
fundamental difference in
group representation between the two cities which
gives San Jose an advantage.
Groups work
"In San Jose, our employe
groups work under a different
system
of
representation in contract
matters," said LaSueur.
"For example, while San
Francisco craftsmen are all
lumped into one association

Ray Laskowd
San Jose city employes work despite a San Francisco city workers’ strike.

"The craftsmen in San
Francisco used to be paid in
what
accordance with
private tradesmen of the
same skill received," said
Conway. "But Proposition B
put a halt to that style of pay.
"As a result, the workers
in The City are faced with a
drop in pay," continued
Conway. "This couldn’t
occur in San Jose because
the craftsmen already are
paid on a different scale than
private tradesmen."
Cummings did see an
advantage to this type of
because city
payment

ROTC field

Air fair in
Tvtent) Club, Santa Clara
County
Airmen’s
Association,
the
Experimental Aircraft
Association ROTC, Marine
platoon leaders candj,dates,
Naval Air Reserves Corps
and other segments of the
aviation community will be
on hand at the fair, setting up
a variety of displays and
exhibits.

The hockey -ROTC practice field will be transformed
into a mini-airfield when Air
Fair ’76 gets underway today
and tomorrow.
Hot-air balloon rides,
displays of colorful sail
planes and hang gliders,
parachuting equipment, a
highway patrol helicopter
and the Flying Twenty
Club’s Cessna 172 Skyhawk
will be featured at the fundraising fair, presented by the
SJSU Flying Twenty Club,
an aviation club for students,
faculty and alumni.
The Air Fair runs from
noon to 6 p.m. Thursday and
8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Friday.
Ad!, liSS1011 is free and open to
the public.
Students can take tethered
hot-air balloon rides, rising
about 60 feet in the air. The
rides are planned for 8 to
10:30 a.m. Friday, and will
cost $2 per ride.
Pending clearance, a
Marine Corps helicopter will
land at the Air Fair Friday.
Representatives from the
Federal
Aviation
Administration. the Flying

which represents them, the
electricians, engineers and
carpenters in San Jose have
their separate groups."
In negotiations the San
Jose city representative can
work on a closer basis with
each
individual
craft,
therefore being more likel)
to satisfy the group, said
LeSueur.
The San Francisco craftsmen have to be recognized
as a group arid a great deal
of individual demands are
lost in the total picture.
"The San
Francisco
situation is just one of a city
association of workers going
out on strike and all other
city workers honoring their
picket lines," LeSueur said.
"It’s ironic that all of the
other city associations are
working under contracts
which they are totally
satisfied with," LeSueur
continued. "They just have
to support their fellow city
workers."
The police arid firefighters
have not joined the strike
because they recently settled
a new contract. But they
could strike if they felt it was
needed.
Controversial proposition
According to Dick Conway, business representative of Local 332 of the
IBEW, the strike in San
Francisco began as a result
controversial
the
of
Proposition B in last
November’s elections. That
particular situation could not
arise in San Jose.

SJSU students can expect
to see urban renewal replace
the dirt parking lots on
Fourth Street between Sari
Carlos and San Fernando
streets with some specialty
shops, a hotel and possibly
even apartments.
Stan
According
to
director
of
Twardus,
economic development for
the city of Sall Jose, work
will begin on the lots as soon
as the city signs a contract
with a developer.
The city is currently
negotiating with Dworman
and Associates for a contract.
The city had a contract to
develop the lots for six years
with Saga Corporation.
Twardus said the city took
action to terminate the
agreement, which ended
Feb. 25, because the company "did not move ahead
with the development.
"We don’t want to put
buildings up for buildings’

A paper airplane display
will be presented by the
SJSU chapter of Alpha Eta

Rho, the national aviation
fraternity.
NASA displays of windtunnel models of aircraft for
research and the controversial Concorde SST will
be displayed the Student
Union.
The Flying Twenty Club
will raffle off lunches, dinners, a Bay Area air tour for
three, a one-hour flying
lesson and other gifts and
certificates. The raffle will
help raise funds for the

Hying team’s trip to the
national collegiate air meet
in Daytona Beach, Fla., at
the end of the month.
"We want to let the public
and students know what’s
happening in aeronautics at
SJSU," said Rudy Cosio, Air
Fair coordinator and vice
president of operations for
the Flying Twenty Club.
For further information
about the Air Fair, contact
coordinator Rudy Cosio at
998-0767 or the Aeronautics
Department at 277-2466.

Dormie incubates eggs;
turkey new hall resident
There are sonic real
turkeys living in Hoover
Hall. In fact, they were
hatched there.
As part of her class in child
guidance, I.illie Yee incubated five turkey eggs so
she could show a class of preschool children "how birds

Brown and growers allege

are formed."

Three of the eggs hatched
Sunday morning. One chick
died and another is not very
healthy, but the third is
"agressive, alert and loves
attention," according to Yee.
"It’s around Easter, and 1
thought the kids should get a
chance to see baby turkeys,"
said Yee, a Home Economics

major concentrating in child
development. "1 couldn’t
take them to a hatchery
San Jose doesn’t have one
so I thought I’d get some
eggs and hatch them."
The eggs, which had to be
obtained from a Sacramento
hatchery, had been in a
incubator in Yee’s third-floor
room for a week.

stubbornness in labor talks
SAN FRANCISCO I API
Gov. Edmund G. Brown Jr.
has accused growers of
trying to sabotage a farm
labor collective bargaining
lass by refusing to compromise, and has in turn
been accused by a growers’
spokesman of unwillingness
to compromise.

’ I

The governor drew applause Tuesday in a 10minute talk to the AFL-CIO
Committee on Political
Education when he attacked
growers for refusing to
compromise.
Brown said, "Compromise
is one thing and betrayal is
another."

’
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A *week residential workshop, July 12.August 6
at ENCORE, a rustic resort in S.C. mountains.
CREDIT: UCSC Extension Division & Other Credit
is possible certification; indep. study by negotiation
An opportunity to work with qualified professionals on a daily basis to learn about various therapeutic
techniques through concentrated individual and group
work.
Topics include: Basic counseling skills, crisis intervention, ongoing growth groups, behavior therapy,
sex counseling, couple counseling techniques, family
systems, Gestalt and Gestalt Art therapy, meditation
dream and healing imagery community mental health
processes, massage and psychological aspects of women’s

’
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PERSONAL GROWTH
AND COUNSELING SKILLS
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Fees: $350 for instruction, $259 room and board,
some instruction scholarships available...
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APPLICATION DEADLINE APRIL 30th . Workshop
limited to 28 people.

For application form writ*:
S.C. Institute for Psychological Growth, Box 758
Santa Cruz 95060.
WORKSHOP LEADERS: Jim Aiken, PhD; Henry
Ganzler, PhD, Judy Jones, MFC, Coeleen Kiebert,
Jones, M.A., John Kroo, LCSW, MFC, Janie Rhyne
M.A., AIR; Jack Sidman, PhD, Leona Sidman BA

workers are guaranteed a
year round job. They get
paid whether they are
working or not.
Private tradesmen only
work when work is available.
Factors such as weather,
shortage of supplies and
cancellation of contracts are
items to be contended with
by private workers. If they
don’t work, they don’t get
paid.
Factors even
"In the long run, both
factions come out pretty
evenly in how much yearly

income is accumulated,"
said Cummings.
The current contracts for
all city workers in San Jose,
except police and firemen,
were consumated in 1975 and
are due for renewal July 10,
1977.
Will San Jose face the
same situation San Francisco has?
"I doubt very seriously If
the associations in San Jose
would attempt a general
strike of the same magnitude
as the San Francisco
strikers," said Cummings.

SJSU modifies equations
for NASA ozone research
Dr. Christopher Riegel,
chairman of the Meteorology
Department, and graduate
student Steve Gaines are
modifying mathematical
equations to be used by
NASA -Ames
Research
Center to determine the

effects American spacecraft
may have on the Earth’s
ozone.
The ozone layer about 14
miles above the earth’s
surface, protects the earth
from most of the sun’s
harmful ultraviolet rays.

sake," ’I wardus said. "Wil
want something the peop
are proud of.
"I think there should It;
some
exclusivk
restaurants," he continue’
adding he believed sonk
medium-priced ones shout;
also be constructed.
Twardus said the city dos../1
not intend for SJSU
become involved in ti,
actual decision-making ti
the project. However, It
said he would like to st*
something
both
tI I
and the col ?
unimunity
versitysite.
ca n use built on tl i
"You’ve not to blend tl
demands of the universitI
market along with tO
business community," I:
said.
Twardus said the city ca.
terminate
its
lea
agreement with Ampco Au
Parks, which is curren
running the parking lots,
30 days notice.

Civil service exam
seminar taught here
An intensive one-day
seminar for the preparation
of taking civil service
examinations will be offered
at 9 a.m. Monday in Duncan

Program helps
student rectify
reading abilities
The College Reading Lab
is sponsoring a six-week
program to improve reading
and study skills. The starting
date is yet to be determined,
said Ed Jones, program
director.
The no-credit, no-grade
class will stress vocabulary,
spelling, time scheduling,
taking good notes and finding the main idea, Jones
said.
For more information
contact Jones in Ed 231
Mondays through Thursdays
between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m.

Hall.
Teaching the course i
Warren Fischer, who ha
taught more than 30,00
people to pass these exam)
1n the past 10 years.
A fee of $25 is required fo
the 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. semina
that will provide a thoroug
review
of
intelligenc
questions and new types c
questions that have ap
peared in recent years
Registration may be con.
pleted at the door.
Topics covered in th
seminar
includi
alphabetical and numerical
progressions; abstrac
reasoning
and
spatia
visualization;
readin
comphrehension for trick,
and ambiguous questions; ;
mathematics review;
graph study, and rules for
successful oral intervie
For additional informatior
contact the Office of Con
tinuing Education, 277-21821
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If the Brontosaurus had
been more romantic,
electricity would be cheaper.
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Millions 01 years ago. weird -looking
animals and plants populated the
earth, on land and in the sea. As they
died off, they left vast accumulations
of residue. These remains were
buried under millions of tons of earth.
or of ocean sediments, and slowly
evolved into layers of coal. and of pools
of oil and natural gas.
More and more, we came to depend
on these fossil fuels for energy in our
homes. factones and power plants Had
the Brontosaurus and those other
creatures existed in greater numbers.
no doubt there would be greater
quantities of gas. oil and coal today.
Until 1050 California produced all the
natural gas it needed It was an inex
pensive and clean source of energy
But as demand grew, we started
buying gas from Texas. Then from
Canada And now our supplies are
diminishing One day natural gas mai.
no longer be available for boiler fuel

mm
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pl
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Other sources
of energy
Gas is one of 5 kinds ol natural
energy PG&E uses to produce electncity Another is geothermal steam at
The Geysers It is relatively inexpensive. but even by optimistic esumates.
it would supply only about 10% of our
needs by 1085
A third is water power. PG&E has
one of the nationX most extensive
hydroelectric systems. but nearly all
economic and acceptable water power
sites were developed over the years
That’s why natural gas and oil our
4th source had to become more prominent in our energy mix
In the past 5 years the cost of gas
has more than doubled and that of low sulfur fuel oil has quintupled. accounting for most of our rate increases
Like other utility systems here and
abroad. PG&E has turned to uranium
- our 5th source- as an alternative to
oil and gas
Nuclear power plants can produce
electncity at about 40% less than new
oil -fired plants. despite higher initial
construction costs

4
Coal one day may be our sixth source
of primary energy We are in the process
of acquiring reserves in Utah
Research in solar electricity shows
promise. but its use as a major source
is. at best, many years away. Our
industry’s research in fusion. tidal and
wind power some day may make them
practical for generating electncity. but
They simply are not available for
planning today

sources, and to find new oars to use
energy more efficiently. to keep you
provided with adequate energy and
reliable service at the lowest possible
cost For your part, the effective way to
help control the supply and the spiraling cost of energy. is to use less of it We
encourage you to do so because the
energy you use is too precious and
too costly . to waste

Facing the
problem together
I he demand lor electncity continues
to grow, partly because population itself
continues to grow The problem of
meeting this growing demand is urgent
For our part, we will continue our
urgent efforts to develop all available

Save energy
you’ll save money, too.
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Financial, bicentennial moves
bring Jefferson $2 bill back
13) Karen Hartmann
The $2 bill is back.
Absent from U.S. currency
for more than 10 years, the $2
bill is being re-issued by the
Federal Reserve as part of
the Bicentennial celebration.
Thomas Jefferson’s birthday, April 13, 1976, marks
the date when 225 million
new $2 bills with Jefferson’s
picture will again become
part of American currency.

Although being isued III
with
the
conjunction
bicentennial, the reprinting
of the bill is actually an
economic move by the
federal government.
The Federal Reserve
estimates the $2 note will
result in a savings of four to
seven million dollars per
year in the printing of $1
bills.
An average of 1.6 billion $1

bills are printed each year,
accounting for 55 to 60 per
cent of the total volume of
currency printed.
Replace dollar
The new bill is expected to
replace about one half the $1
notes in circulation in the
next three to five years.
The new bill is also intended to reduce cash
handling for banks and

Simon revives $2 bill;
part of bicentennial bash

The S2 bill, its survival pending upon consumer acceptance, should save some S7 million a year.

like-riding philosophy prof
wits after 18 years at SJSU

By Joyce Swanson
r. Frederick C. Dornyer,
professor
of
,osophy, won’t be riding
bike to work at SJSU
tr this semester.
he 67 -year-old Domyer, who bicycles to
ipus three days a week
n his home seven and
-half miles from campus,
etiring.
Nimmeyer came to SJSU
1958 as chairman of the
ilosophy
Department
er a 14 -year teaching
eer at St. Lawrence
iversity in Canton, N.Y.
le was chairman of the
rartment until 1965, when
resigned to resume fullre teaching. He has taught
ic and philosophy o;
igion and has a particular
!rest in parapsychology.
Likes parapsychology
)ornineyer has worked in
apsychology, which he
lained as extra sensor
ception (ESP), for more
it 30 years.
tetirement won’t bring
ch of a slowdown in
nnmeyer’s schedule. He
d he plans to continue his
ycling and participation
two orchestras and a
mg quartet in which he
ys the viola.
le will also attend a
rapsychology Foundation
conference this summer
which he will read a
er. The conference will

Dr. Frederick Dommeyer
be in Copenhagen, Denmark,
and he is looking forward to
other
two
attending
conferences
philosophy
while he is in Europe.
Bikes to Alviso
Dommeyer’s bicycle has
taken him to Alviso each
weekend. He said "most

people don’t care much
about" the Alviso area, but
he is "enthusiastic" about it.
The marina area has some
very interesting people who
build their own boats and
others who make their
homes out of boats, he said.
Goes 40 miles
The bike trip to and from
Alviso is about 40 miles, and
Dommeyer shares his
journey with another SJSU
philosophy professor, Dr.
Whitaker Deininger.
Dommeyer’s record for a
one-day bike trek was set
five years ago when he biked
130 miles from Gurneyville
to San Jose.
He said he will continue
riding his bide as long as his
health will allow it.
Dommeyer has published
about 20 articles on the
philosophy field and has

written a book about the
problems of life after death
titled "Body, Mind and
Death."
He received his BA. in 1932
from Union College in
Schenectady, N.Y., his M.A.
in 1935 and Ph.D. in 1937,
both from Brown University
in Providence, R.I.
Attended Oxford
Dommeyer also studied at
Oxford
University
in
England for a year on a
Rhode Island Englishspeaking Union Fellowship,
and studied in 1934 at
Hamburg University in
Germany.
In 1963, Dommeyer was
named the Tully Cleon
K notes
Lecturer
in
Philosophy by the University
of the Pacific.

Class sign-ups begin April 26
The new schedule of
classes for the fall semester
will be available for 40 cents
in the Spartan Bookstore
April 26, marking the
opening
of
advance
registration.
SJSU registration officer
Harold Manson said the
"ideal" would be for all
continuing students to use
the advance registration
period which ends on May 13.

"We hope everybody
would use it," said Manson.
"We intend to do even more
this time than last."
Class request forms will be
mailed to students and
should be turned in to faculty
advisers no later than the
May 13 deadline.
Class programs reserved
by the coniputer and fee

payments cards will be
mailed to students July 12.
for
fees
Registration
students taking advantage of
advanced registration must
be paid by August 4. No
partial payments will be
accepted.

The $2 bill is as American
as apple pie and dates back
200 years in history.
Originating on June 25,
1776, the denomination was
first issued by the Continental Congress as "bills of
credit for the defense of
America." Circulation then
was 49,000.
The $2 bill was recognized
as a form of U.S. currency by
an Act of Congress during
the Civil War.
In subsequent years it has
reappeared as over-sized
U.S. notes, silver certificates, Treasury notes,
national bank currency, and
Federal Reserve notes.
Portraits differ
Various portraits have
appeared on the bill including Alexander Hamilton
and George Washington.
In 1928 the portrait of
Thomas Jefferson was introduced and will again
appear on the new $2 note to
be re-issued as part of the
Bicentennial celebration.
The 1899 silver certificate
issue with the portrait of
George Washington has the
largest circulation in the
bill’s history with 538,734,000.
Bill printed in 1965
The last printing of the bill
was May, 1965 and was
discontinued due to lack of

Revolution Bicentennial
Administration, the public
and the Federal Reserve
system.
Based upon this Secretary
of the Treasury William
Simon authorized the revival
of the bill stating it will be in
the best interest of the
American public and the
economy.

demand across the country.
In 1966 the $2 bill accounted for one-third of one
per cent of all outstanding
currency.
This scarcity is attributed
to the bill’s limited public
acceptance in the past.
Recent interest in a $2 note
has been expressed by
Congress, The American

Cash prize offered
for law club symbol
A $25 cash prize is being
offered by the newly-named
SJSU Pre-Law Association
in its search for a new
symbol.
Ron Beaman, who is
overseeing the contest, said,
’’This is a campus-wide
contest. This is not limited to
pre-law or art majors, but
open to all people who have
talent."
Beaman is corresponding
chairman in charge of
communications for the
group.
The deadline for entries is
April 22. All drawings
submitted must be done on a
standard 18 by 24-inch sketch
pad paper and accompanied

by a contest application and
the individual’s A.S. fee card
number, Beaman said.
Contest applications are
available in Adm. 201. All
entries become the sole
property of the SJSU PreLaw Association.
student
group
The
membership will select the
winning entry at its May 6
general meeting, according
to Beaman.
"This logo will be used on
all of our material, including
letterheads, business cards,
and posters," Beaman said.
"We hope this will give us
a stronger image both on and
off campus," he added.

DON’T LEAVE FOR
VACATION WITHOUT IT
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Walk-through registration
will take place on Aug. 26
and 27 for those who miss the
adva :Ice registration.

SECOND
ANNUAL

POUND SALE
Buy Books by the pound
April 8th 8, 9th in the
Umunhum Room in the
Student Union

9:30 am to 4:30 pm

AT Spartan

Book/toe
San Jose State Unwef srty

retailers plus reduce the
volume
of
currency
Americans carry.
Eventually, the government said, it would like to
phase the $1 bill out of circulation and issue a $1 coin.
The size of the coin would
be somewhere between the
25 cent and 50 cent piece.
Ronald Getz, public information officer for the
Federal Reserve Bank of
San Francisco, said much of
the public is unaware the $2
bill is being reprinted and
public acceptance of it is
crucial to the potential
savings the bill could
provide.
Viewed as oddity
He said due to the small
number of bills printed in the
past, the $2 bill has been
viewed as oddity.
Getz said the new note
should
not
pose
any
problems for retailers. He
said Canada currently uses a
$2 bill and has the same cash
register configuration as the
U.S.
He said U.S. cash registers
are set up so that space can
easily be made for the $2 bill.
The last issue of the bill
was the 1963A series U.S.
note, featuring Jefferson on
the face and Monticello on
the backplate.
Printing of the bill ended in
May 1965 and was officially
discontinued in August of the
following year.
Front similar
The front of the new bill
will be similar in design to
the 1963 version but the
reverse plate will depict the
signing of the Declaration of
Independence.
The new bill will be issued
to bank systems throughout
the country on April 13 in
amounts to meet the public
demand.
Federal Reserve sources
say the public is the key
factor to successful revival
of the $2 bill and to making it
a permanent component of
the nation’s currency.

A
Summer Session Bulletins
Now Available
at
Office of Continuing Education
(JC 136B)
Student Union Information Center
Administration Bldg. Information Center
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Raffle aids
child center;

Drop-in counseling services
aim to lure Asian-Americans
By Mike Lam
The counseling services at
SJSU aren’t attractive to the
Asian -American student
population, said Jerry Lee,
former counselor at building
K’s counseling center.
-While I was working at
’K’," said Lee, "I didn’t see
many Asians come to use the
counseling i services."
The former counselor said
in the academic year 1973-74,
30 Asian-Americans out of
about 950 total students1
used the center. Last year
the number dropped to 15.
Seeks answer
Lee said he’s not certain
why Asians don’t use the
counseling services, but
hopes to find the answer
through the newly-developed
Asian-American Peer DropIII Center.
Located in the barracks
behind Tower Hall, the
center offers aid to students
who experience personal or
academic problems.
Lee reiterated that he was
uncertain about the reason
Asian -American students

seldom use counseling
services, but said the way
counselors view Third World
students may be a contributing factor.
Stereotypes harmful
"A lot of counselors," said
the 26-year -old graduate
on
"operate
student,
stereotypes of Third World
people which gives them the
counselors) an unbalanced
view of Third World
students.
-I don’t think counselors
think Asian-Americans have
family problems, so they just
try to deal with the student’s
academic problems.
"Using these stereotypes
decreases the effectiveness
of the counselor because he’s
tv relate to a
stereotype instead of a
person."
Structure discourages
Lee said he thinks the
structure of Chinese and
Japanese families also
doesn’t encourage Asian Americans to seek counseling assistance.
Alle structure of Chinese

Senior yearbooks
return to university
after long absence
By Paul Kyber
After an 11 -year absence,
SJSU will again have a
yearbook next fall.
The -senior yearbook" is
being produced by the New
York-based Delma studios
and will include pictures of
seniors as well as "campus
scenes." according to Alan
Nyitray, photographer for
Delma.
Seniors are currently
having their pictures taken
in the S.U. Verde Room.
The
SJSU
alumni
Association is helping with
the project, but is little more
thaii a sponsoring agency,
according to Joan Schilling,
executive coordinator of the
association.
"The only thing we
provided is a mailing list of
the seniors and a room to
take the pictures," Schilling
said.
The hardback book will
conic. out in either the late
summer or early fall, according to Nyitray. It will
cost $4.50.
"The response so far has
been really good," Nyitray
said. "A lot of seniors have
already had their pictures
taken."
Schilling said Delma
contacted SJSU about six
months ago about the
possibility of doing a
yearbook.
They contacted many

Group raps
milk prices
SACRAMENTO AP
A
consumers’ coalition
demanded today that the
state remove minimum
retail milk prices statewide,
claiming Californians are
paying $100 million a year
too much for milk.
Roy Alper, chairman of
the California Citizen Action
(;roup, said at a news conference that a test suspension of IIIIDIMUDI milk prices
in Sacramento showed it
lowered prices to consumers
without adverse impact on
producers, processors or
retailers.

Lainpus organizations,
trying to get someone to
sponsor it, Schilling said.
"We finally decided to take
it."
Schilling said this is an
experimental year.
-I’m not convinced that
there’s an interest in a
yearbook," she said, "but I’d
like to find out."
Reactions from students
waiting to get their pictures
taken on having a yearbook
are varied.
"I like the idea," Kathy
Frosman, social science,
said "My parents had one
and I always wanted one."
Another student was not
going to order the book.
"I wanted a graduation
picture, and you can order
extra pictures from the
company," Sherry Ilonzel,
liberal studies, said.
George Bond, psychology
student, like the idea of a
yearbook because, "I’ve got
to get something from this
school --some
kind
of
souvenir."
Schilling said that the
yearbook is not costing the
school anything, and that’s
one reason it’s being
produced.
"The studio’s doing most
of the work," Schilling said.
-Face it, if a campus
organization tried and
produced a yearbook, it
would probably cost $10 a
copy and wouldn’t sell at
all," she added. "This way,
the book is affordable."
She said Delma might use
some school photographs
and photographers, "to do
the campus scenes."
Delma has done yearbooks
for many other schools,
including one similar to the
one they’re doing here last
year for San Francisco State
University SFSU
-We were generally
pleased with it and the
response it got," Don Scovle,
director of SFSU’s Public
Affairs Office, said. "About
500 seniors, or about 10 per
cent of the graduation class,
bought them."
Scovle added that Delma is
doing another yearbook for
SESU this year.

Gabs and lice are
not so nice, and. nits
are simply stupid.
Take the cure that
knocks ’em dead and
gets you back to cupid.
A-200.
N20111

Attach "stigma"
SJSU counselor Moon Eng
said he agrees with Lee
about the "stigma" Asians
attach
to institutional
organizations.
"As a result of their
negative historical experiences with governorganizations,"
mental
explained Eng, "Asian Americans are reluctant to
seek counseling when it’s
needed."
Lee said the attitude of
Asian -Americans
about
counseling services
motivated him to help
organize an Asian-American
peer droo-in center.

"We’re not going to
require that appointments be
made to talk to us," he
continued. "We want to
make it as informal as
possible."
The clinical psychology
major said he hopes this
atmosphere of informality
will alleviate the negative
feelings
Asian-Americans
have about seeking counseling aid.
Working cooperatively
The drop-in center will be
working closely with the
counseling center in Building
K and Counseling Services in
Adm. 201.
Students with "in-depth"
problems will be advised to
seek counsel at "K or 201,"
said Lee.
The center is open on
Mondays from 11 a.m. to 4
p.m. and Wednesdays from
11 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Easter symbols
origins vary
By Mike Ford
Each Easter morning,
millions of young Americans
rise and scour the house in
search of fancy colored eggs
and other assorted candies
left by the "Easter Bunny."
The Easter Bunny, like his
distant relative Santa Claus,
has become a symbol of what
originally was a Christian
religous occasion. Also like
Santa, the more his commercial popularity grew, the
more his rather incongruous
origin became obscured.
Fertility symbol
The truth is, Peter Cottontail, prior to his conversion to Christianity, was
a pagan symbol of sexual
fertility.
How did this promiscuous
little devil gain his halo?
"It was the policy of the
early
church,
in
its
spreading, to give Christian
significance to such pagan
cermonies which couldn’t be
supplanted," according to
Phillip Fruend, author of
"Myths of Creation." As the
movement pushed north into
Scandinavia, it met stiff
opposition from the norse
cult of Odin.
Among other things, the
cult worshipped vegetation
and fertility gods. These
gods personified the rebirth
of vegetation and the coming
of Spring. These rites took
place in late March or early
Aprilroughly
coinciding
with
the
Christian
celebration of Easter.
In the pagan ceremony of

The Francis Gulland Chi
Care Center announced t
winners of a raffle it held
help finance the child ca
center over the six-w
summer session at SJS
Tuesday.
The raffle raised $240.
according to Sheila Nelso
chairwoman in charge
fundraising for the cente
Norma Glick of Sa
Francisco won first priz
which was a two day stay f
two at Disneyland.
Ken Wren of San Jose wt
second prize, two seaso
tickets to the San Jo
Earthquakes games thi
year.
Marilyn Martella of Sa
Jose won the third prize.

the rebirth of Spring, the egg
symbolized the germinating
fertility of the post-Winter
months, and the rabbit
represented the advent of
fruitful human reproduction.
Not wishing to assume the
role of the iconoclast, the
Church merely incorporated
these heathen symbols into
the fabric of the Christian
celebration of Easter.
Egg exchange
Though much of the
traditional thought behind
egg-giving was lost in the
translation and transition
from Europe to America, it
ritualistic
its
retains
qualities in the place where
it originated.
It is still the custom north
send
to
of
England
reciprocal gifts of eggs at
Easter to the children of
neighboring families. The
eggs are decorated as
religous trophies and are
delivered
the children
think) by the sacred animal
of fertilitythe rabbit.
Easter is defined as "a
festival of the Christian
Church to commemorate the
resurrection
of
Jesus
Christ."
Nowhere in Webster’s
Dictionary is mention made
of the little guy with the
fluffy tail.
But Peter Cottontail, the
reformed sex symbol, is as
much a part of the American
Easter
celebrationregrettably or notas attending
Easter Sunday services.

VEDANTA SOCIETY
Swami Swahananda
..The Divinity of Man
April 9, 1313n1
First Unitarian Church
160 North Third St.

Steve (

Jerry Lee has found a drop -in counseling center for Asian -American students

Grads facing frustration
By Mike Peasland
Students coming out of
college
are
facing
"tremendous frustration" in
trying to find jobs, said
Assemblyman
John
Vasconcellos D-San Jose).
They are unable to find the
intellectual stimulation they
are looking for from a job, he
said.
According
to
Vasconcellos, many college
graduates have to accept
any job they can get and look
elsewhere for intellectual
stimulation.
Cites study
Speaking to about 30
persons at a town meeting
last week, he cited a
University of Southern
California study which
claims that three-quarters of
the people in the United
States are currently underemployed, working at
jobs below their capabilities.
Vasconcellos attacked the
Ford
administration’s
economic policy as inflationary and not really
helping to reduce unemployment.
"You can’t just ignore the
problem that people don’t
have jobs," he said.
Reorder priorities
Vasconcellos said the
United States needs a
complete reordering of
priorities before any real
changes can be made.
The government should
shift their resources from

,
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product goods, to service themselves," he said. "They
goods such as education and become callous. Not insincere, but hardened."
helath care, he said.
also
Vasconcellos
the
federal
criticized
government for spending
huge sums of money on
Summer jobs are listed
defense.
EASTRIDGE MAI. I .SAN
The world has gone "arms daily at Career Planning and
238-0440
AA.
Building
Placement,
crazy," he said, calling
people who support huge
-defense appropriations
Kag,DSID GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH NtipMDSE-paranoid."
Sunday, April 11
See changes
Worship Service
9:45 a.m
"It used to be guns or
butter, now it’s guns or
"Words of Life. Love"
bread," he said.
Mrs. Nancy Frank -Seminary Student
also
Vasconcellos
College Class
11:15 a.m.
discussed the changes he
"The Way to Power and Poise’’
sees occuring in politics.
Sunday Forum
7 p.m.
"Politics is changing, but
"Why I Left Lockheed"
it is slow," he said.
"People who get to the top
rMtreboR
C. Aldridge
tend to sacrifice a lot of
nanSan
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SENIORS
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To be placed in the
Senior Section of the
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and Japanese families
doesn’t focus on dealing with
emotional problems," he
explained. "This attaches a
stigma to the seeking out of
counseling services."

$240 raised

’for the relaxation you need’

Didn’t keep your appointment?
Make another. Better yetjust go
to the Verde Room (off the Ballroom)
in the Student UnionNow.

For an appointment
Call 277-2153
Hours: 9 am to 1 pm
& 2 pm to 5 pm
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By Stephani Cruickshank
The effects of the Ryan Act
ave created "confusion" in
he School of Education,
ecording to Dr. William
’pring, director of the
tudent advisement center.
The enrollment figures
aven’t changed because of
he new law, but many
tudents are unsure of the
equirements for obtaining a
caching credential, Spring
’aid.
The Ryan Act, which
(Maces the Fisher Act, will
m into effect in September
rad change many of the
-equirements for a teaching
Tedential.
Under the Ryan Act, a
eacher has a choice between
wo types of credentials,
oth of which allow one to
each in grades kindergarten
lirough twelfth (.21-K
The
two
areas
of
pecialization are single
-abject and multiple subject.
Explains advantages
The advantage of ob, railing a multiple subject
tredential, Spring said, is
that it qualifies one to teach
in a self-contained ( more
than one subject) classroom.
A single subject credential
’allows an instructor to teach
lily in his field of study, he
.aid.
Previously, the Fisher Act
filmed teachers to obtain
lementary or secondary
redentials, which they
ould use to teach self-

contained classes
The elementary credential
enabled one to teach in
grades K-9 and the secondary credential qualified one
for grades 7-12.
Also under the Fisher Act
all majors in community
colleges were approved for
teaching credentials. Spring
said.
Under the Ryan Act the
majors that qualify have
been limited to 15, Spring
continued.
Gives reason
Spring said the reason for
the change was that too
many people were majoring
in areas that are not taught
in elementary or secondary
schools, such as philosophy.
This was creating a large
proportion of teachers with
no place to teach.
Another difference between the two laws is that the
Ryan Act does not allow a
minor to be substituted for a
major in teaching subject
areas whereas the Fisher
Act did, he said.
To compensate for this
change, teachers can now
take a state exam qualifying
them for different subject
areas if they score 50 per
cent or higher, Spring said.
Also, the Ryan Act
requires candidates to
complete 12 semester units
of student teaching and a
reading class.
Only eight semester units
of student teaching were

Culture bazaar
’highlights week
pis

Job Fair today
at career center

ilyan Act creates confusion
about teaching credentials

A film series, cultural
lights, food bazaar and
nternational night dance
will highlight International
Veek, "Our World: And
%Amine to It," April 19-24.
The annual event is
sponsored by the International Steering Comiiittee, Community Comiiittee for International
Students and Hoover Hall.
Films will show
Films from Egypt, Brazil,
ind China are scheduled to
be shown at 12:30 p.m. April
20-22.
A Portugese-Brazilian and
in Indian Cultural Night will
eature folklore, folk singing
iitertainment and ref reshnents. These events are
scheduled for April 23 and 24.
Food bazaar schedule
The main event of the
week is a food bazaar 10 a.m.

Amtrak studies
SF -Monterey
express revival
SAN FRANCISCO AP
Revival of the Del Monte
Express, a train that linked
San Francisco to Monterey
for 81 years, is under study,
according to an Amtrak
official.
"It is being studied and it
possible; we’re in the
process of a market study to
come up with the costs for
Amtrak
running
it,"
spokesman Art Loyd said
Monday.
The Del Monte Express,
which ran through San Jose,
math. its last 120-mile run
five years ago.
Dan
Chairman
Mc(’orquodale, of the Santa
Clara County board of
Supervisors, said’ he views
the railroad as "a practical,
imaginative way of cornbating our dependence on the
automobile."

to 2 p.m., on April 23.
The bazaar will be held on
Ninth Street which is closed
to traffic. Curry from India,
Middle Eastern falafel,
French pastries and other
delicacies will be prepared
and sold by the students.
A $1,000 budget plus a $10
entry fee will pay for the
week.
The International Night
Dance will feature Sam
Stern’s International Band.
Folk music and popular
IllUSit from all over the
world will be played from 9
p.m. to 1 a.m. April 24 in the
Dining Commons.
International prizes will be
awarded during a drawing at
the dance.

required under the Fisher
program.
Spring pointed out that the
Ryan Act affects only those
teachers who are changing
grade levels, coining into the
classroom for the first time
or returning after an absence.

Although the School of
Education has students
completing requirements
under both programs, Spring
emphasized that "we aren’t
running two programs. We
are running a Ryan program
and have been running one
for the past two years."

The Teacher Preparation
and Licensing Law of 1970,
known as the Ryan Act, was
initiated by Assemblyman
Leo Ryan 11)-San Mateo)
and was approved by the
state legislature in 1971, he
said.

Know differences
Spring said most teacher
credential candidates seem
to be aware of the differences in the two laws and
are
changing
course
programs accordingly.

Starts in September
Originally, it was to go into
effect in 1974 but was extended to September, 1976
because too many students
were trying to complete
requirements under the
Fisher Act, Spring said.
One of the problems now,
he said, is that sonic people
who
are
completing
requirements under the
Fisher Act will not be
finished by September and
will be ineligible for a
credential under the Fisher
Act.
"In September nothing can
be done," Spring said.

This is becoming less of a
problem now, since cornimmunity college counselors
are generally aware of the
differences, Spring added.
He said the change in
credential programs is not
"unique"
since
the
requirements
usually
change every 10 to 15 years.
The Fisher Act was in effect
from 1960 to 1976, he said.

Science and society must
work together to solve
problems, Dr. Albert Castro,
SJSU chemistry professor,
said in his president’s
scholar’s address yesterday
in the University Theater.
Castro, nationally known
for his work in organic
synthesis, was selected as
the president’s scholar by
President John Bunzel.
In his speech, "Science
and Society," Castro said
society must have a better
understanding of science and
scientists in order to solve
problems.
"Laymen think of scientists as people ignorant of the
he
said.
humanities,"
"Science is criticized that "it
lacks moral value" and is
"undermining" the basis of
our existence, he continued.
Scientists are becoming
"increasingly concerned
about the work they’re
doing, he said.
In order to exercise a
better judgment in scientific
matters, Aastro believes

Albert Castro
science courses should get as
much emphasis at the undergraduate
level
as
humanities courses.
The goal of scientific
studies "is to increase the
understanding of nature and
our existence, he said.
"Each of us has an
obligation to participate in
an endeavor that will make it
possible to preserve the
world for our children, their

organization has attended
every meeting since the
January 22 shooting death of
Danny Trevino by San Jose
police, said the council
"doesn’t want to listen to
In the previous meeting
Jose Villa, co-chairman of
COPS, had asked for a
regular spot on the council
agenda. The organization
has been addressing the
council at the close of every
meeting.
Gonzales said he had tried

to approach Hayes at her
office after the meeting but
she had refused to speak
with him. "She said she was
too busy and that I should
make an appointment."
Later, Hayes approached
Gonzales and asked if he
would like to speak with her.
Gonzales replied that it was
too late.
Last week, the Santa Clara
County Grand Jury refused
to indict IA. Don Edwards
and Officer Craig Smith in
the death of Trevino.
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Student help
Students who are returning to school after an extended period of time can
find scheduling help through
the Re-Entry Program. Call
277-2188.

In
solving
societies
problems, the scientist can
provide
a
"scientific
judgment" and help others
"in understanding the
scientific parameters."
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Associated Students Positions

Election Board
12 positions open
Purpose of the board is to conduct all
A.S. elections and student opinion
polls authorized by student council
and or the A.S. Constitution

solve
can
Science
problems, but only if
research is encouraged, he
said.
"The greatest natural
resource that we have," he
said, "is the mind."
"And this resource beeds
nurturingthinkers need
time to thinkto try out their
ideas."

No member selected
to this board may be a
candidate for any
elective A.S. position.

Contact Pamela Wade,
Personnel Officer
A.S. Office
277.3201

Business majors
appreciate ArtCarved value.
Robert’s
Ring
Day
April 8th
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Mr, Johns O. Adam,
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Dr. William Spring discusses the Ryan Act.

Additional information on
special programs, such as
the re-entry arid new career
and
programs
co-op
examples of available and
recently-filled positions in
various major areas will be
furnished.
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children and their descendents."
While scientists run an
entire spectrum of personalities, he said, there is
one characteristic they all
share.
"He knows that before his
views can assume any importance, they must be
supported by adequate
experimental proof and pass
the critical review of peers."

dfff"

sill also be
Ath i.nr
making referrals to the
Career
Planning
and
Placement Center at Bldg. Q
011 Ninth Street for further
counseling.
For further information
contact Career Planning and
Placement at 277-2272.

5..

Science, society unity urged

Valve adj.,
check Dwell, new
Bosch Plugs, Points
nnd Pennzoil

RACE CAR!

at

Handouts available
Handout materials will be
available, including job
listings, addresses and tips
on interviewing.

Includes

YOU DRIVE OUR

RD

Advisers help
Advisers from Career
Planning and Placement.
representing all majors 011
campus, will be on hand to
show students how they can
further
their
career
education through work
experience related to their
major areas.

V50

NOW OPEN

TRIMBLE

Many services
The Job Fair activities are
designed to familiarize
students with the mans
different programs and
services offered at the
and
Planning
Career
Placement Center.

However,
the
main
problem lies with the undergraduate student who
doesn’t realize that the
program has changed and is
taking the wrong classes, he
said.

Fast adjournment angers
Chicanos at City Council
By John C. Hayes
The San Jose City Council
adjourned its nieeting in
near-record time Tuesday
and
angered
Chicano
spokespersons who came to
speak after the meeting was
over.
Ray Gonzales, a member
of the Committee on Public
Safety (COPS), accused the
council of "playing games"
by adjourning its meeting
before COPS spokespersons
arrived.
"We thought our items
would conic up about 8 p.m.
or so," said Gonzales. The
adjourned
its
council
meeting at 7:15 after rushing
through a small agenda.
Motions to close discussion
were often made and
seconded before Mayor
Janet Grey Hayes finished
reading the item under
consideration.
Deaf ears
whose
Gonzales,

student:,
al, c husk I’ll
part-time and summer job
listings and explore career
opportunities at the SJSU
and
Planning
Career
Placement Annual Job Fair
today from 10:15 a.m. to 2:15
p.m. in front of the Business
Tower on Ninth Street.
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Bayer says aggressiveness
is main ingredient for wins
By Wayne Mize
and
Fundamentals
aggressiveness are the main
ingredients to ensure a
winning baseball season
asserts SJSU third baseman
Gary Bayer.
"If a team doesn’t have the
basic fundamentals down
when the season starts it’ll
catch up with them. You lose
games because of lack of
fundamentals and when that
happens it takes a lot out of a
team," claims Bayer.
The basic fundamentals
which Bayer deems most
important are fielding and
throwing skills, base running
and hitting with men on
base.
As a member of the
Spartan baseball team for
two years. Bayer feels there
lack of
has been a
aggressiveness, this season.
Team lacks attitude
"The team just doesn’t
have an aggressive attitude.
You have to be aggressive
when you play if you want to

iNft

rrIa*

Gary Bayer
will. We’ve even got guys
who don’t slide when they
should," said Bayer.
Aggressiveness covers a
lot of areas according to
Bayer, from "taking your
swings" at the plate, to
-running the bases" and

"brushing back" an op- people who are into it."
posing batter now and then.
Bayer’s hobbies include
junior
physical deer hunting and playing
A
education major, Bayer cards. "Playing cards is my
transferred to SJSU from main hobby and I don’t play
San Jose City College, where cards unless it’s with
he played basketball for two money," said Bayer.
Wants to go pro
years.
A graduate of Mt. Pleasant
No basketball future
Bayer decided to give High School, Bayer looks
baseball a try because "I forward to a possible
didn’t have any future in professional career in
baseball after his senior
basketball."
Bayer, 5-10, 180 pounds, season saying, "That’s my
tried out for the SJSU main goal right now."
If Gary Bayer continues to
baseball team as a "walk
on" and has been at the hot accentuate the fundamentals
and his aggressive style of
corner ever since.
When asked about the play at third, he should have
chances of San Jose’s new little trouble finding a career
professional women’s soft- after graduation.
ball team, the Sunbirds,
catching on, Bayer was not
too optimistic.
"It’s good for those who
like it, 5ut I think it will
choke in San Jose. I will
personally go watch a few
because
my
games
By Wayne Mize
girlfriend plays softball, but
The SJSU baseball team
there’s just not enough lost its tenth consecutive
game Tuesday to Stanford
University at PAL Stadium,
10-2.
The Spartans, 0-6, in PCAA
play after dropping three
games to Sail Diego State
University last weekend fell
to 12-24 overall.
SJSU took a one run lead in
the first inning but could not
000 000 000 053
SC()
hold it as the Cardinals tied
100 004 000 560
SJSU
the score in the second and
Jager, Views and Wit k insert),
took the lead for good in the
Greet and Uhlir
fourth inning.

4.

Gary Bayer shows some of the aggressive style that will hopefully lead to a winning season and pro contract

Varsity loses tenth straight

sports

Graef paces JV win
over Santa Clara
By Sue Trevarthen
Errorless play and strong
pitching combined Tuesday
itight to give the JV baseball
team a 5-0 wilt over Santa
Clara University at PAL
Stadium.
The Broncos will have a
chance for revenge this
Saturday afternoon at 1:30
when the two squads meet
again on the Spartan
Diamond on 10th Street.
Winning pitcher Tuesday
night was Doug Graef whose
record now stands at 9-5.
Graef allowed only five hits,
three walks, no runs and
struck out seven.
Greet promotion due
Graef’s performance may
have won him the game but
it may have cost him the
starting JV berth.
It is likely that, on the
strength of the Tuesday
performance, Graef may be
called up to pitch for the
ailing varsity squad.
The Spartans jumped out
to all early lead and never
looked back.
Joe VonSchriltz scored the
first run on a single, a stolen
base and a passed ball by the
catcher.
That was the only run
scored until the bottom of the
sixth when action really

picked up
Alcarez started the Inning
by striking out and beating
the throw to first when the
catcher dropped the ball.
Ron Schirle followed with
a single and Steve Picone
grounded to the shortstop
who overthrew first base,
Alcarez scored and Schirle
ended up on third.
Al Sever followed st.ith it
shot to the second baseman
who tried for the runner
going home.
The throw missed and
Schirle scored leaving
Picone and Sever safe on
base.
Catcher Wayne Uhlir
followed with a solid line
drive on the first base side
that scored Picone and
Sever.
VonSchriltz, aside from
scoring the only run needed
to win the game, also made a
diving catch in the top of the
seventh to rob SCU of a
possible rally.
Chance at league title
Coach Sam Piraro said
that the win makes them 7-4
in league arid still gives them
a chance at the league
championship.

Stanford had two big innings, scoring three in the
sixth and seventh innings.
TO111 Guardino hit a three
run homer in the sixth and

Women netters outlast winds
in squeaking past tough SFSU
B} Chuck Thrower
Despite the cold and wind
last Tuesday at South
Campus, the SJSU women’s
tennis team defeated a
strong San Francisco State
University squad 5-4.
Both teams were affected
by the piercing winds, but
the Spartan netters probably
had the upper handa home
court advantage.
No. 1 tennis ace Priscilla
Grapes, who played very
impressive tennis, had to go
three sets to win her match.
Grapes won over SFSU No.
1 Lauralee Barbaria 4-6, 6-4,
6-1.
In the first set Grapes fell
to Barbaria’s dazzling
serves arid good return
shots.
However, Grapes found
the momentum she needed
and in the third set crushed
her opponent who, according

to Grapes, started to tire.

The No. 2 netter Debbie
Breen won in straight sets, 60 in the first set and 6-4 in the
second.
Nancy Rang, the No. 3
seeded netter, played by far
the most aggressive and
longest match of the day.
In a match lasting two
hours and 20 minutes, Rang
accoring to head coach Lyn
SinClair, played one of the
strongest players she has
met this season. Rang had to
go three sets to win the
match, 6-7, 6-4, 6-3.
’Her ; Rarigs’ I opponent
had very strong power
ground strokes, a good net
game and good serves,"
SinClair said.
Senior member Cathy
Ramirez went three sets to
win shutting out her opponent 6-0 in the first set,
losing 3-6 in the second and

can play the spoiler,"
or
Peryam.
Still looking for its firs,
PCAA win, SJSU travels tc,
the University of Pacific’
Friday. Both teams wil.
return to San Jose for k
double header Saturday, tin
game site has yet to lx
determined.

bouncing back in third, 6-2.
The No. 5 player Libby
Graham and No. 6 netter
Maureen Farran, both lost 36, 2-6 and 6-1, 5-7, 2-6
respectively.
Kim Miller, who usually
does not play singles, played
a practice snatch and won in
straight sets 6-1, 6-2.
"The wind helped me to
my advantage because she
didn’t know what to do,"
Muller said.
In doubles action, the No. I
team of Breen and Rang lost
5-7, 4-6.
Grapes and Graham
playing in the No. 2 positions,
won by narrow scores 6-4, 75, and Charlene Gilroy and
Kathy Giles lost 1-6, 4-6 in the
No. 3 spot.
netters
The Spartan
played Stanislaus yesterday,
but results were not
available at press time.

Gary Pitchford added a
three run double in the
seventh inning for the
Cardinals.
Busy mound
SJSU used four pitchers in
the game, with Kirk Brown
3-3, getting the loss.
Brown relieved starter
John Bridgeman in the top of
the fourth inning with the
score tied, 1-1. Brown went
two and two-thirds innings
giving up six runs on six hits
and five walks.
Lefty Pat O’Brien relieved
Brown in the sixth inning
with one out and retired the
side, however, in the seventh
inning O’Brien yielded three
runs.
The only effective pitcher
for the Spartans was Mark
Larson, who came in the top
of the eighth inning. Larson
held the Cards scoreless and
hitless the last two innings.
Pulling up Greet
Coach Gene Menges, in an
effort to bolster a faltering
pitching staff, has announced the possibility of
bringing up freshman right
bander Doug Graef.
"I watched Graef pitch for
the freshman squad last
night n Tuesday and he
looked real good. In fact he
pitched a shut-out.
"You like to bring your
young pitchers along slow,

San Jose 100 100 000 2101
Stanford 010 213 300-10 12 C
Bridgernan, Brown, O’Brien let
Larson (8) and Ouilici; Bernie
Runner (7) and Walters, Du
(Duette.

but right now we have to do
something," said Menges.
Graef is currently, 9-5,
with an ERA "well below
two" according to junior
varsity coach Sam Piraro.
"He’s proven himself and
definitely deserves a shot at
the varsity," said Piraro.
Lots of experience
Piraro said Graef has
gained lots of experience
with the JV’s and feels
Graef’s biggest assets are
his "strong arm" and
"determination."
Offensively, Tuesday
SJSU had ten hits in the
game but was unable to put
them together as the
Spartans stranded ten
runners on the bases.
Rich
Guardino,
Bill
Adamson and Jim Hemeon
had two hits each in four
attempts for SJSU.
First
baseman
Jay
Peryam, when asked what
effect the current losing
streak has had on the team
said, "Well it’s hard right
now, but we can still salvage
something by at least
playing .500.
Nothing to lose
"We still have six games
with Pacific and three with
Fresno and Fullerton. We
should be real loose from
now on because we have
nothing to lose. I guess we
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Rules committee reappraises game

Slam dunk returns to basketball
By Rial Cummings
When you come right down
to it, college sport might just
as well be played over at the
Circle Star Theatre, the
Venetian Room of the
Fairmont, or Caesars Place
on the Las Vovas strip.

Commentary
Like it or not, it is not just a
game at that level -it’s
entertainment pure and
simple.
With that ill mind,
basketball fans across the
nation should bow down and
offer thanks this week. So
should tall centers, springy
guards, and the repairers of
shattered backboards.
Stuff shot returns
The stuff shot has returned.
Since 1968, the only thing
basketball players have been
allowed to dunk is a
doughnut The National
* auaes

Basketball Rules Committee
outlawed the shot in high
school, junior college and
college games.
The restriction was imposed out of fear. The
committee was alarmed at
the way "big" ; meaning
tall t, men were dominating
the game.
They couldn’t whittle down
seven-footers to H.O. scale
; the way model railroad
figures are measured I. They
had already widened the key
and restricted players from
spending more than three
seconds under the basket.
Nor would the committee
consider the radical step of
raising the baskets higher
than the normal ten feet.
Aha! There was a way to
stop the "Wicked Big Man."
Take away his dunk shot.
The trouble was, Lew
Alcindor, Elvin Hayes, Artis
Gilmore arid the rest of the
giants, refused to tumble off
the beanstock. They couldn’t
shove the ball through the
netsso
they
daintily
dropped it through. Over and
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over again.
Fans suffer
The real losers were the
fans.
A neatly executed jump
shot is a thing of beauty. But
a double-clutch reverse slam
dunk is a materpiece.
You might as well compare paint-by-number to the
Mona lista.
If you want to get a
basketball fan talking, ask
him his opinion of the
dunking contest that was
held at halftime of this
year’s ABA All-Star Game.

After he’s tried in vain to
describe the aerial gymnastics of Julius Erving and
David Thompson, consider
the reaction at a recent
Golden State Warrior game
Dickey
Derrick
when
executed a spectacular stuff.
He brought down the
houseand the backboard
along with it. Cue the
standing ovation.
But you can’t outsmart the
rules committee.
Not during pre-game
The dunk will only be legal
during games. Doing the
pre -game
deed during

arinups will
technical foul.

invite

Our cost is less than the deposit alone for some other programs. And,
if, at the end of the program, you wish to enroll in a regular speed reading class, we have made arrangements with R.E.A D.S., Inc., to offer
you their six week San Jose program less the $20. (R.E.A.D.S. was just
selected as the best reading program by the Associated Students, UCLA,
after a comparative evaluation of other programs.)

2. Enclose a deposit of at least $10.
3. Be at the BEST WESTERN MOTEL, 8 am
Sat. April 17th, 1440 No. 1st, San Jose, Ca
(applications at the door will cost $25 arid
be on space available basis.)

sUMMER
1976

As his verbiage became
more boring, the thought
would surely hit me: it’s a
shame the stuff shot is
limited to the basket.

If you are burdened by hour upon hour of reading for your San Jose
State classes, then take a welcome break on Saturday, April 17th.
On that date, OPTISCAN is conducting a full, eight hour speed
reading and comprehension workshop for San Jose State students.
You’ll use your texts, and learn memory and testing skills as well.

1. Send your name and address to
OPTISCAN, 615 Nevada, Sausalito, Ca. 94965

:

Yes I could visualize the
situationwith
the announcer groping to fill in the
throbbing silence.

A SPEED READING PROGRAM
FOR $20?

TO ATTEND:

a

"Can you imagine," asked
one member of the 23-man
commission, "what would
happen if a game scheduled
for TV was delayed because
the rim was broken?"

le/

rieveAor ef
to spend a summer 4)1 studs in fithistralis pleasant surroundings clii
Irons a is ide s.iricts id courses taught bs distinguished Stanford fat
isiting professors. Courses offered include:
Environmental Field Geology and Land -Use Planning in California
Cultural Pluralism
N.

Basic

Psychology of Law

Astronautics

Drawing, Painting, Printmaking, Photographs
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Nation’s top high school prospect

Cooper is elegant, graceful and powerful
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Freshman phenom Dedy Cooper is aiming for ’76 Olympics

By Tarun Patel
The Dedy Cooper doll.
Wind it up and it runs like
hell.
That’s
the
simple
description of the grace and
elegance of the Cooper
running style. The long,
powerful stride that made
Cooper a legend in high
school will make itself
known this year for the SJSU
track team.
Cooper, a freshman out of
Harry Ells High School in
Richmond, is the most talked
about athlete on the track
squad.
That’s no surprise to the
many track followers who
have seen the dynamic
running talent in action. Last
year, as a senior Cooper
broke two national high
school records in leading
Ells to the state championship.
He was rated the top 1975
high school prospect in the
country.
His efforts of 36.0 in the 330
low hurdles and 13.2 in the
120 high hurdles were the
best marks set by any high
schooler. He also ran a 46.1
for his 440 split in the mile
relay.
More than 200 schools from
all over the country offered
scholarships to Cooper but
he picked SJSU because he
wanted to go to a school with
a winning tradition.
"I heard San Jose’s track
program was a good one and
I felt this would be a good

atmosphere to progress at,"
said the soon-to-be 20-yearold physical education
major.
Getting a scholarship from
SJSU is an achievement
considering that Cooper
never had thoughts of going
to college while he was
growing up.
That was before the two
most influential individuals
in Cooper’s life stressed the
importance of a good
education to Dedy.
"My ( high school) coach
Vic Carye and my mama
told me what I’d be capable
of doing if 1 went to college.
They showed me how much
potential I really had,"
Cooper said.
Cooper has not really had a
chance to show his full
potential this year because
he has been nursing a pulled
hamstring
since
the
beginning of the track season
and has not run at top speed.
But he hopes to be 100
percent for SJSU’s next meet
against CSU Long Beach,
April 10.
Although he was not
scheduled to run in the meet
against
Oregon
State
University and UC Irvine
March 24 on the advice of
head coach Ernie Bullard.
Cooper did run the anchor
leg in the Spartans’ mile
relay.
The 47.8 clocking for his
440 leg was encouraging in
view of his injury.
Against Long
Beach

Spartans pack clubs, golden rule
to Fresno on revenge mission
7 78

TS

By Randy Frey
Spartan
golfers
are
leaving for Fresno this
morning quoting the Bible:
"Do unto others as you would
have them do unto you."
The Spartans let San Diego
St aV J.Ipinrsity do it unto
them earlier in the year, and
now they hope the Aztecs will
reciprocate tomorrow and
Saturday in the Fresno State
Golf Classic.
San Diego State, currently
rated in the top 10 nationally,
will be tough to beat, but the
Spartans are confident they
can do the job.
Get revenge
"We’ll get our revenge,"
said freshman Don Levin,

who finished seventh the last
time the two teams met
down south in the Aztec
Invitational
The tournament was won
by host San Diego, with SJSU
tying for third.
Since then the Spartans
have finished second in the
U.O.P. Invitational and
beaten Stanford University
in a dual match.
However, San Diego will
not be the only powerhouse
competing over the 7000yard San Joaquin Country
Club.
Third ranked Brigham
Young University and fifth
lanked Arizona State will be
represented at Fresno, a

tourney the Spartans, who
were ranked 10th nationally
last year, could manage only
a sixth place finish in in 1975.
Strongest filler
"It is definitely the
strongest field we will face
this year," said coach Jerry
Vroom.
"In fact, the stronger
teams have an added advantage in that in this
tournament all six scores
will count," said Vroom.
In most tournaments only
the top four scores are
figured into the team total.
University of the Pacific,
Weber State University,
Stanford and USC, all though
teams according to Vroom,

will also be competing.
The Spartans will go with
the same lineup that
disposed of Stanford Friday
in Palo Alto.
Seniors Scott Hoyt and Don
Thames will lead the way,
followed by Levin, Scott
Little, Achim Steinfurth and
Terry Beardsley.
The same six golfers will
play over Easter vacation in
the Western Intercollegiate
Golf Championships at
Pasatiempo Golf Course in
the Santa Cruz Mountains.
The three-day tourney, in
which the Spartans finished
third last year, will begin
April 14.

Crystal ball helps NFL predicting
By Kevin McCarthy
As I look into my National
Football League crystal ball,
SJSU defensive end Kim
Bokamper appears as the
sixth choice in the first round
of the draft, going to the
defensively hapless New
York Jets.

Commentary

ei

It is a poor year for top
notch defensive linemen, but
Bokamper is the third best
according to all I have heard
and read.
As for the local teams, the
San Francisco 49ers do not
have a first round pick due to
the Jim Plunkett trade in
which they gave up quarterback Tom Owen and two
first round choices, and first
and second round picks next
year.
Oakland also does not have
a first round pick. The
Raiders signed linebacker
Ted Hendricks last year and
gave this year’s and next
year’s first round draft
picks to Green Bay as
compensation.
Because neither team has
a first round choice and the
expansion draft last cut into
team depth, neither local
team appears capable of
for
making
a
trade
(’alifornia’s Chuck Muncie, a
/4

us

big running back both teams
could use.
Raider General Manager
Al Davis is expected to make
a trade for a big, all-purpose
running back though.
Here is the first round of
the NFL draft as my crystal
ball gave it to me (please
address all complaints to my
crystal ball):
I. Tampa- Leroy Selmon DE
Oklahoma;
2, Seattle- Chuck Muncie RB
California;
3. New Orleans- Steve
Niehaus DT Notre Dame;
4, San Diego- Pete Brock C
Colorado;
5. New England- Joe
Washington RB Oklahoma;
6. New York Jets- Kim
Bokamper DE SJSU;
7. Cleveland- Dennis Lick OT
Wisconsin;
8. Detroit- James Hunter DB
Grambling;
9. Atlanta- Joe Devlin OG
Iowa;
10, Chicago- Ben Cunningham TE Clemson;
11, Cincinnati- Sonny Collins
RB Kentucky;
12. New England- Mike
Haynes DB Arizona;
13. New York Giants RB
Gaines
Lawrence
Wyoming;
14. Kansas City- Billy Brooks
WR Oklahoma;
15. Denver- Mario Clark DB

so mi in we Ns in NM Et

Oregon;
16. Detroit- Tony Galbreath
RB Missouri;
17. Miami- Dave Logan WR
Colorado;
18, Buffalo- Ben Williams DE
Mississippi;
19. Miami- Larry Gordon LB
Arizona;
20, Baltimore- Kurt Knoff
DB Kansas;
21. Dallas- Shafer Suggs DB
Ball State;
22. New England- Ken Novak

DT Purdue;
23, St, Louis- James White
DE Oklahoma State;
24. Green Bay- Ken Jones OG
Arkansas State;
25. Cincinnati- Kevin McLain
MLB Colorado State;
26. Minnesota- Troy Archer
DE Colorado;
27. Los Angeles- Larry
Dgrsey WR Tennessee
State;
28. Pittsburgh- Mike Barber
TE Louisiana Tech.
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want ’em to say, ’that brother is bad’ "

though, Cooper vows to do
better.
"I feel I can run between
46.0 and 47.0 in the mile relay
and possibly a 13.5 in the 120
high hurdles," he said
confidently.
Cooper, like teammate

Ron Whitaker and red-shirts
Ron Livers and Mark
Schilling, is aiming for the
U.S. Olympic team. The
Olympic trials will be held in
Eugene, Ore. June 17-27.
"If I prepare myself
physically and mentally for

*

41.1Atestern Mountaineering,
411.11111111111115"550 South First Street
San Jose, Ca 95113 292-4446

me running is a way of letting off pressure. After
church on Sunday I go out to
run just for the fun of it,"
Cooper said.
During
the
summer
though. Cooper has a hard
time deciding what to do
with his free time -run or go
fishing.
"I just love to fish. When I
was younger me and my
father would go all the time.
"I think the greatest
feeling in the world besides
running is staying out all
night on the boat and
fishing," he said. -This
summer when 1 have time I
plan to do a lot of fishing."
But since summer is a
couple of months away, most
of Cooper’s time will be
spent proving himself to
those who don’t yet believe in
him.
"A lot of people think I’m
dogging it cause of my injury. They don’t think I’m as
good as I’m said to be.
"When they see me run I
want them to say, ’that
brother is bad’."

Spikers travel to Long Beach,
’toughest meet of the season’
By Tarun Patel
The SJSU track team,
fresh from an impressive
victory over Oregon State
University and UC Irvine
March 24, will have its hands
full when it travels to CSU
Long Beach to meet the 49ers
Saturday.
Besides boasting the
world-record holder in the
high-jump Dwight Stones,
the 49ers have an abundance
of talent in just about every
running event and outstanding performers in the
field events.
Toughest meet
SJSU distance coach Don
Riggs feels that this meet
will be the toughest meet of
the year for the Spartans.
"Long Beach is an excellent track team and
they’re extremely well
balanced," Riggs said.
So far this year, CSU Long
Beach has a lopsided 30-point
margin
over
victory
traditional track power

University of Washington
under its belt.
"We’re gonna have to
come up with our best effort
of the season to beat ’em,"
Riggs said.
"If our distance runners
and our sprinters compete
like they’re capable of
competing, I think we’ll beat
them," he added.
Key Event
Riggs said the first event
of the day, the 440-yard
relay, will be the key event of
the meet. The team that wins
the event will have the upper
hand, Riggs said.
"If we don’t win the sprint
relay and then come in 1-2 in
the next one ( the mile), we’ll
have to play catch-up the
rest of the way," he said.
SJSU’s chances of winning
the initial event are pretty
good considering that the
Spartans’ season best in the
event is 40.7 as compared to
the 49ers’ 40.9.
The Spartans’ mile run trio

of Dan Gruber, Mike Kasser
and Rusty Nahirney should
have a much easier time in
the mile.
Top milers
Gruber (4:03,8), Kasser
( 4:06.2 )
and Nahirney
(4:07.5) are the three top
milers in the PCAA. The
49ers best is 4:08.6 turned in
by Rich McCandless,
Long
Beach’s
CSU
strongest running event
should be the mile relay.
Their PCAA-leading time of
3:10.0 in this event is more
than a second over SJSU’s
best of 3:11.6.
But with a healthy Dedy
Cooper running the anchor
for SJSU, the 49ers could
have a battle on their hands.
Running the anchor leg for
Long Beach will be last
year’s NCAA finalist Albert
a
ran
who
Shorts,
phenomenal 45.6 in the same
event last week against
UCLA.
outstanding
Another

performer for Lon Beach is
Otis Fischer. Fischer has a
season-best of 51.9 in the 400meter intermediate hurdles.
According to Riggs, the
Spartans might as well
concede Long Beach the high
jump and the pole vault.
World record
"Stones )7-6’fl is the
world record holder and our
best man, Keith Nelson, has
a best of 6-10. And Don Baird
( 17-8 ) is a world -class
vaulter," he said.
The Spartans top vaulter,
Roger Martin, has an alltime best of 16-9.
SJSU weightmen Mike
Weeks and Ron Sernitiw will
have to rise to the occasion
when they go against Fritz
Coffman. Coffman has a
PCAA-best of 183-8 in the
discus and a 717-9 for the
hammer throw.

GIVE US18WEEKS
ANDWELLTURN
YOUR DEGREE INTO
A BAR OF GOLD.
Before you start to question the value el
your college education, consider what you can d,
with it as an officer in the Coast Guard. We have a
few select positions still open in our August Officer
Candidate School class.
After lust 18 weeks of specialized training.
you’ll take a management position with real
responsibility. It could be at one of our Port Safety
or Marine Inspection units. Or helping operate a
recreational boating safety program. You’ll be on
the job with the nation’s foremost maritime law
enforcement agency. Protecting man from the sea
and the sea from man.
The Coast Guard is known for saving lives and
property Today our role is expanding as we protect
coastal sea life resources from depletion by fishing
fleets and intercept major narcotics smugglers off
our shores. A Coast Guard lob is a big responsibility
Thii rewards are excellent. too A starting
salary
$10,000 a year, post -graduate training
opportiv ,"ind excellent retirement benefits
years if you decide to stay with us,
after oil ,
cher benefits of military service Of
plus all ti
; ;ersonal satisfaction with a lob well
course. !’
done is IV 3wri reward
The Coast Guard OCS is a golden opportunity
But applications for August classes will be closing
very soon, so call Rob Porterfield in San Francisco
at 556-6922 He’s got the answers about a Coast
Guard career wavr. von r an make your degree
pay off in gold
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the Olympics I feel I have a
very good chance of making
the team." he said, stressing
that an effort of 13.5 in the
120 high hurdles at the trials
could be good enough to
qualify for the games.
Some track and field
magazines have already
rated Cooper as one of the
top three hurdlers in the
country and an Olympic
hopeful.
This is remarkable in view
of the fact that he has yet to
prove
himself in
incompetition.
tercollegiate
Cooper, who is the second
youngest in a family of
seven, feels that the
publicity and recognition he
receives is well deserved.
"I’m not the kind of person
who brags but I feel I worked
hard to get where I am and
that any person who
sacrifices as much time to
track as I did deserves the
publicity," he said.
Publicity isn’t the only
thing Cooper gets out of
running.
"Running is beautiful. To
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S6 at the door
San Jose Box Office; Pacific Stereo
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From the
devious mind of
Alfred Hitchcock,
a diabolically
entertaining
motion picture.
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Students present

Films of Luis Buiriuel

Viridiana
April

8
Free! 7:00 pm Free!
Morris Dailey Auditorium
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Next Week
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Have A Nice Break

FAMILY PLOT

Coming Up
Monday Foreign Films
Sanjuro
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\11111 I St,
ERNEST ORMAN
WILLIAM DOANE
-511
K
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Toshiro %Mune stars in a samurai satire mule or
less of Kurosavva’s YOJIMBO, which is considered
by some to be a ClaSSiC Ot the "jidni-qeki "
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Starts Friday April 9th
Theatre

244.8543

CINEMA150
SANTA CLARA

377.6266
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50! April 19, 7:00 10:00 50it
Morris Daily Auditorium
Wednesday Cinema
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CAMPBELL

501 Rollerball

CAMERA ONE
366

5. First

Si. 294-3800

Have a taste of Ear Food.

Wednesday Night

DANCE CONTEST
GRAND PRIZE
$1100.00
17 & over
Wednesday,
Thursday,
& Sunday

11

&

over

Thursday Night is
Ladies Night .50i
Drinks for ladies

Friday &
Saturday
9 p.m. 2 p.m.
Cocktails
75c
279-3387

47 NOTRE DAME
Downtown San Jose.
around cornet from
the Spaghetti Factory
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Try some
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LET IT BE
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Black Caucus presents,

and the San Jose

FREE OF CHARGE
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FRI.-SUN.

a different
RI set of jaws.

FANTASTIC
PLANET
THE POINT
Narrated by Dust,
Hof fro,
Songs by Harry Nil,

STARTS
FRIDAY

Sat.-Stln.
KING OF HEARTS
THEY MIGHT
BE GIANTS
PILLS:
BAMB1 MEETS
GODZILLA
THANK YOU
MASKED MAN

STUDENTS $150

JAZZ
UNITY FORCE featuring Lonnie Henderson
will perform "improvisational jazz"
FREE OF CHARGE tonight,

Thursday April 8 7:30 p.m.
Seven Trees School, 375 Mira Loma Wy., SJ
near Capitol Exprwy and Monterey Highway
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Sell it before you get caught with it

Tues.-Sat.: Hobbitt
In the Factory 374-4500
93 So. Central, Campbell, CA.

25%
SAVE
SAVE 40%
III

Available now’ Special pur
chase of ’Scotch" 90-minute
Low Noise/High Density cassettes Packaging is 3-in -a bag, album storage boxes included

Nor 4.49 1.99
HER MUDS

PER
CARTRIDGE

THE LARGEST RECORD STORES IN THE KNOWN WORLD

OPEN EVERY NITE OF THE YEAR TIL MIDNITE
SAN FRANCISCO * COLUMBUS AND BAY
BERKELEY * ON DURANT NEAR TELEGRAPH
CAMPBELL * 1000 S BASCOM (ACROSS FROM THE PRUNE YAM

LAST CHANCE!

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED
Ilter

277-3175

Available now .. 25% savings
when you buy the "Scotch" 90minute Low Noise/Dynarange*
8-Track cartridge. It’s the same
as paying the normal price for
one cartridge and getting the
second cartridge for half price.

the Second Annual Photo Identification Contest
(six years late) Wednesday, April 21st,
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Thomson gives talk after concert
By Carrie Peyton
An excellent string quartet
and three other interesting,
if not always entrancing,
compositions by Virgil
Thomson were presented
Tuesday night in the Music
Building concert hall.
A lecture by Thomson,
brought to campus for the
sixth event in the American
Composer Series, followed

osa

;T’

’70s music
not ’original

is

Virgil Thomson, composer and music critic
AME
Jose.
from
ctory

3E

OAS and

entertainment
isi ing artists
to lecture today
VI’

. t.

Two visiting artists will
give lectures today on glass
blowing and ceramics in
Room 110 of the Art Building.
The lectures, to be accompanied by slide shows of
works,
will
be
their
presented by Jamie Carpenter and Patty Warshina
at 10, 11 and 2 p.m. in conjunction with the jurying in
the Third Annual Ceramics
and Glass Exhibition to be
held May 4 through June 8.
Sponsored by the San Jose
State University Potter’s
Guild, the show will be
hosted by the San Jose

Museum of Art, 110 S.
Market St.
Open to students of 19
Northern California schools
the
universities,
and
exhibition will feature traditional Japanese raku, highlire utilitarian ware, low-fire
sculpture and mixed media
represented in clay.
Glass work will encompass
free-blown sculpture and
utilitarian pieces in a variety
of traditional and contemporary techniques.
For further information
contact Paul Turchetto of
Tonia Macneil at 277-2574.

By Carrie Peyton
Virgil Thomson, noted
equally as music critic and
composer, considers the
1970’s a fat time for commissions
and
en, but a lean
time for originality.
"There’s less that’s really
original and new now than
there was before World War
II," he said. "Very few
things are as conventional as
the ’far out’ people. What
we’re seeing is sort of a
conventional thing that calls
itself modernism."
Proof of this, he argued, is
that modernism is taught
and practiced in most
universities
and
even
"’.students can do it."
But he added that there
isn’t "a great deal of
originality around in any art
are
mThe
rofgarts
nign
ah
the
modernist
onto
achievements of 50 years
ago."
"They’re
standardizing,
teaching, but not making
anything really new," he
. said.
Modern times have some
effect on this because "the
world is occupied with other
things than artistic advance," Thomson said.
Although modern times
are taken up with business,
politics and wars, young
composers are getting more
financial support than ever.
There aren’t many more
young composers than there
were in the 1920’s, Thomson
said, but now "they get paid
for being young composers.
’They get commissions,

Oriental dance

DROP OFF -24 MR.
SERVICE FROM ASST.
LOOSE ORIGINALS

Ballet returns
The San Francisco Ballet
will present its second of
three performances this
season at the San Jose
Center for the Performing
Arts Wednesday at 8 p.m.
"Shinju," the Oriental
dance version of "Romeo
an
on the
stories
written
by
a
Japanese dramatist, will be
the highlight of the corn-

Theater
students
to meet
for
Job alternatives
theater graduates will be
discussed at the California
Educational
Theater
Conference
Association
April 9 to 11 in the Holiday
Inn at San Carlos and
Almaden streets
Program chairman Doyne
Mraz, drama instructor at
has
College,
Foothill
scheduled a dozen sessions
over the three-day period to
deal with non-traditional
theater work in industry,
churches and prisons.
Sessions will include
Prisons,
and
Theater
Theater and Psychology,
Theater and American
Holidays.

IBM
COPIES (8v, x 11)

pany’s
evening
performance.
Choreographed by Artistic
Director Michael Smuin,
"Shinju" premiered last
year and was selected for the
Central Park Delacorte
Festival held in New York
last September.
San Francisco Ballet
dancers Gary Wahl and his
wife, Tina Santos, will team
for the top roles.
Other selections will inCon"Dances
clude
certantes," a classic ballet
set in a "theater within a
theater," and "Tealia," a
dance choreographed by one
of the performers, John
McFall.
Tickets for the San Jose
performance are 612.50 and
610.50 and are available at
the San Jose Box Office.
For more information, call
246-1160 or the San Francisco
Ballet, (415) 751-2141.

2.8e

each
minimum sale -$1.00
Free Collating
KOPI SYSTEMS
294-0600
322 E. Santa Clara, SJ
--

Engineering
Grads
Sangamo Electric Co. of San
Francisco will be on campus
April 26 to interview students
for the position of:
SALES ENGINEER
Required of applicant: BS in
Engineering or MBA
candidate with a technical
undergraduate degree in
Engineering.
Sign-ups for interviews
will begin April 5 in
Building (1.

ABC Liquors
294-8208
324 E. Santa Clara St., between 7t1-. & 8111
Ben & Aldean McCullough, Proprietors

KEG BEER
Open

2 an
Money Orders

1111115. 111111 Sal. Ill

Notary Public

grants, publications and performance;
they’re en Today, the more conservative composers are
writing in the modernistic
style, he said. Now it’s
"more courageous, more
original for a young composer to write without
gimmicks."
Turning to his own work as
a composer and a music
critic,
Thomson
said
literature and music "go
along as a kind of brother
team: they’re much closer
than the visual arts and
music."
"The verbal affair is
predominately what you
think. In music it’s the feeling that communicates," he
explained,

announcements

help wanted

now
Student Dental Plan-Enroll
Applications
and
informatiOn
Associated Students office or 371
6811

TEACHERS AT
ALL
LEVELS
Foreign & Domestic Teachers Box
1063. Vancouver, Wash. 98660.

SCREWS

WE SPECIALIZE

WINDOWS

IN THE

Delicious Gormet Sandwiches made
for your order Food Staines ok 126
E San Salvador

1

FOR RENT: Bus office.seperate bldg
nr SJSJ, inc 3 desks, filing cabinets.
counters, air cond. carpets, sink.
Ideal Mr art
rel. water & pkrq
gallery Must be seen to appreciate
275 E Wv, St Inc; 499 S 71h 295
5362

automotive

APRIL
Special Prices on Premium Wines
19 Varieties Up to 40% Off
Pinot Noir & Chardonnay
Reg. $3.30 NOW ONLY $2.00
Y

a

.1\

200 El Camino Real E.
It. View
967-9865
-- -

PAINT & WALLPAPER
365 SAN ANTONIO ROAD
941-3600
VIEW

EU VALLEY FAIR CENTER

;.::

STEVENS
SAN

CREEK

JOSE

MT

BLVD

24913700

...

A delightfull place to live, ping gong,h
volleyball, coeducational. 4,5 1,
radar 0.11, extra clean.
extra quiet, one block from campus
at 234 So 11th. Phone 998 0803. MS
per month

I

kinds.
all
SCalesScales.Scales
Tribeams (triple beams). Harvard
trip balance portable type counter
natant, water level gram scale
Also
Best Prices
many others
other paraphernalia I BODEGA OF
SPAIN. 1040 N 4th, 295 7138

Typewriter- Underwood standard
manual Good condition 575 741
0507

1969 VW Popoff Camper Van Sleeps 4
Excellent condition $1909 Call alt..,
S p m 7661143

vs ii,
Lost On, him k
1,51,10 lie pnblll bOiltting ti hack n.
S 1.1 COMM I Hugo at 771 0411

personals
GO DOWN. A student Operated.
student oriented backpacking base
is now open. Jackets, parkas. vests
outdoor
other
most
and
paraphenalia at prices geared for
Located
stujent pocket books
around the corner from Peanuts at
750. 7th St in the rear 9981021 T 8
Th 1 5 p m ,W IS Sat 10 5, Fri 101
p,,,
Expertenced Thesis Typist. Master’s
Reports dissertations. Marianne
’lambert’, 137 Escobar Ave Phone
356 4740. Las Gatos
OUSPENSKYGURDJIEFF
Palo Aito Center
Now accepting students Call 326 9255
Terry Hays-Happy twentieth air
From your
thday Herry Taps’
friends in 2340 NO ’s Jana 4. JAHM
RGM

.

I

Enclosed garage w lock for parking or
storage 2 blOcks from campus $15
ino 797 6596

rates

LOW COST CHARTER FLIGHTS TO
LONDON, PARIS. AMSTERDAM.
FRANKFURT, ZURICH, GLAS
GOW, DUBLIN, SHANNON, BRUS
SEL S.
MADRID. AND HONG
KONG STILL SEATS TO LONDON
JUNE 18 FOR 76 DAYS 5439. RI
BRITISH .EUROPEAN
SEP 2nd
TRAVEL. 937 SARATOGA AVE.
SAN JOSE, CA 95129. TEL 446 5757

Send
your message
in the
Spartan
Daily
classified
Pr oo Your Ad Here:
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40

3 50

35

6 lines

3 (30

1 50
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3 90

4 00

35

50

50

51)

Pi

Each additional line add
50

EUROPE.. PALMA de MAJORCA..
SPAIN TAHITI . MEXICO . AFRI
CA_CENTRAL. SOUTH, AND LAT
IN
AMERICA. STUDENT
I.D
EURAIL AND BRITRAIL
PASSES. WORK ABROAD
HOS
TEL
CARDS .TRANSATLANTIC
SHIPS STUDENT TOURS WITHIN
EUROPE INTER EUROPEAN
FLIGHTS. INSURANCE FREE
TRAVEL
INFO Contact
Roo
B
Davis 140111 354 $147 at Student
Travel Services (formerly Student
Services West), 236 N. Santa Crow.
No 314. Los Gatos, Ca 95030

V ICe

One

SO

=121=

Ride needed to school from Santa Cr u?
MWF for 7 30 class and or return
7 3001’ later Call Jack, 462 1372

PORTRAITS: In your home or other
suitable location Reasonable rates
Call Oso del Mar Photography at
353 3600 for appointment or in
formation

addi

2!,

I

298 1603. Sainte Claire Hotel

Rates

2)3(1

287

COLLEGIATE TYPING-SELEC
TRIC 11. TURABIAN METHODS
MIS
THESES. TERM PAPERS
SION, SJ FREMONT AREA. 797
6375 JUDY
- 10 YRS EXPER. TYPING EDITING
ACCURATE
PAPERS
F AST,
FORMER ENG TEACHER CALL
244 6444 after 6 30 MARY BRYNER

Wedding Consultants will bring you
the lowest
personal service at
I ragrant bouquets and
prices
lovely arrangements will create
splendid look for your wedding YOu
t an also design a special memory
With Oct invitations, cuutOrn veils.
and other wedding items Order one
or all A special gift witri your floral
order, Call Luv’s Flowers for in
formation or appointment 378 0044
vveS

1.7-111111. dash to classcApply now for
fall & summer session AAA burn
apts. built in oven range, diSCia.
bait
across from Duncan
priv
Hall. 130 5 San Salvador St Ask far
J B 7940028

TERM PAPER: Bogged down writing
term papers? Don’t panic! For help
call 207 7829 or 259 1238

Discount
GETTING MARRIED?
flowers guarantees yOu the most
beautiful bridal bouquets and
wedding decorations Whether your
wedding is a small one or a large
one. yOu should knew we have been
saving our customers 30 50 percent
off flOrist prices! Why pay more for
less Complete Floral Service-12
Call for free
years experience
estimate Ph 996 1253
- -CASH FOR DUALITY USED BOOKS
& RECORDS Recycle Bookstore. 98
E San Fernando Corner of 3rd and
San Fernando 0286 627?

SECS- Sex, Educator, and coon
seling Services Need help with sex
problems? Or lust have questions,
ew tree sex counseling services
campus for all students, gav.
straight. or bisexuals Call 377 2966
in
On drop by Building K for
Con
formation or appointments
fidential

Ono bedroom furnished apl 545 5 11th
S155.00 Nice building, good
St
parking, bike storage. 2931303 or
7360701
home? Let Alameda
Wald to buy
Reality help you fond one. Call
salesman Dave Bellandi at 792 2981.
- -For Rent, furnished apartment, tidy
roomy, and guiel No pets, no pool,
no rec room. Reasonable 41550. Ath
51 , 5 J. Ph 3068870 Summer rates

("Classified

Typing IBM 60 N 3. No. 823 Ph
4355

Happy birthday to my number one
heart throb I never loved. I never
cared. I never wanted, I never
needed, tii you Happy birthday
PTC.

er

HARVOICE -PIANO -KEYBOARD
Career Training or Lite
MONY
Beginners Profess,
Enrichment
onals Today’s music or Classical
Some openings to earn tuition
HARMONY WAY STUDIOS 246
2054..

From loose sheet originals. Self Serve
IBM copies w free sorting between
KOPt
96 p.m. available at
,__SYSIEMS, 372 E Santo Clara St IT
bik. from campus) 294 06000r leave
your work for us to make. (50 cents
Minimum sale

To anyone knowing the whereabouts of
my 4 mo German beep puppy last
16. she needs medicine
seen Mar
obtained from breeder in Chicago
She has genetic disorder Please.
Reward for in
Call 290 4294
forrnation

private,
9983312

Beautiful rooms near campus Men 99S 9th St from 75 fro.. kit priv
7971016. Girls 2118 S 10th across
Bus Bldg from 651110 . shared 99
ono, put Kit priv Ph 779003$ or
270 1760
- -blk SJSU 1160
Large I bdrm apts
Clean quiet. parking. 439 S. 4th St
293 6099 or 297 7289 Pravin or
Mustafa.

Antic

Ph,,,,,.

Minimum Three Lines One Day
Se

lost and found

ROOMS -KITCHEN PRIVILEGES $45
and 575. all util pd
1 roi front
campus. S35 deo Cats OK, mellow,
dean 279 3099
- Room for rent. 5854 month in young
couples home Kitchen priv turn .
util Inc Stied Call after 5 30 776
5725

1
’

If you’re Really Living, yOu ri 11.11,0
goad things to your MIND and
BODY such as Yoga. Sin-m-130ms,
Creative Dance. and Adventures in
HARMONY
Creative Thinking
WAY STUDIOS 246 2854

North valley secrelarialservice Tyre.
papers, resumes, theses, senior
prow’s. letters 75 cents per page
and up Fast accurate reasonable
262 1923
Eimer. typist for SJSU students and
Short
Nan
267 3119
business
Notice.

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
()wet Lqe rooms turn
Studios 8. 1 Or, w w
carpets Swim pool
Recreation Room. Dead
Bolt Security Locks
67000 Ott, St ..54tn lase.

ROOMS.Kitchen privileges males on
ly
Clean and quiet. prefer non
smokers 617 So 6th St after 1 pm

Wanted Mao or chrome wheels and
or tires to lit 1974 Dodge Van Ils

Shredded Foam Rubber
SO cents IS- no limit
793 7954

housing

ROOM FOR RENT. Clean
$55 mo & up 4605 6th St
hitch arty

Joe and Jim’s Auto Repair, brakes.
valve lobs, tune ups, reasonable
rates. Amer iCan and PU 456 E San
Salvador. 7940493

Classic 17 Chevy. Bel Air. Good corm
brake,
and
steering
power
automatic trans . 1.1100 Call Da,
777 8/77. nights

458A WILLOW
287-9787
FREE ADVICE

WINERIES

SAN JOSE ART

Help Wanted: Shaken Pizza Parlor.
1146 S.
Saratoga Sunnyvale Rd.
Must be 71

Intermediate Self.Ctefense. MW 6-30
8.00p in S10. Class begins March 29
Business Office
Sign up in AS
Sponsored by AS Leisure Service,
277 7973

vests
Custom Made down products
$70. lac kph. 1.40, call Libby 144 0991

IMPOSSIBLE

e

artist materials

SPARTAN PUB ANNOUNCES new
RECEPTIONIST, sales girls, we
hours! Mon. Tues. wed, ThUrS
train. afternoons. most be sociable
11AM 8PM. Fri 11AM RPM without
8 good with figures. Apply daily Ito
With band til
12:00 AM.
band
2 p.m 11 607 E. Santa Clara St.. near
Reduced prices during happy hours.
9th, 2 blocks SJSU
46 daily, Scents off glass. 2$ cents
off pitcher The Spartan Pub home
draught. edibles,
KARE FOR KIDS is in need of
of the 12 of
families willing to provide homes for
notables. potables, peanuts! Hours
children with behavioral problems.
for the Great Savory Soup. Salad
prntessional
d
na
ed
iv
orp
We
Society
are
11AM
Sandwich
7p, Monday Fridayassistance and training in behavior
modification
to our
families.
Payment is 5160 per month. Single
GAY MEN. Gay Student Union meets
parents and alternate lifestyles
every Thurs Bp in at the Women’s
acceptable. Call 250 9617.
Center 20 to 50 gay men use their
common bond to learn. laugh, talk
Part.time 109-53 50hr 20 25 hrs wk.
and grow together Be alt you can.
Marketing oriented
Call Bruce
attend
Gossett at 4160217.
Experienced Thesis Typist. Master’s
Reports Dissertations Marianne
COUPLE to manage small business
elsewhere
OK
if
one works
Phone
Tantherg 137 Escobar Ave
245 8233 or
Experience perferred
356 4748, Los Gatos
578 5363.
Workshop for
PI
llexual
Female nude models needed to
Women, Saturday, March 27, 126
illustrate book on posing Mt
p.m 510 Sign up in the A S Business
photography cad David Kohler at
Office Sponsored by AS Leisure
Services, 277 2973
226 5174.
__ _ .

call

’ TRIM

-

Friday and Saturday by the
San Jose Symphony and the
SJSU Chorale in the Center
for the Performing Arts.
The 1960 work is based on
the traditional Catholic
mass, and is one of Thomson’s better-known, later
works, composed in the
years following his position
as music critic on the New
York Herald Tribune.
For information about
student tickets, available on
a rush basis, call 287-7383.

DRAFTING ARCHITECTS’ENGINEERSGRARHIC’,

Need Xtra Money? Immediate part
time openings available
Tel
solicitors and toot canyaSSers
Contact Brad Williams Irene Co 704
E 1,411 Rd 995 1554.

of
Life
Free
magazine-Truth
(positive thinking) magazine. 293
1588 194 in. to 5 p.m.)

I0/0 VW bug, excellent condition, low
7661391
mileage 51500

Anil I

fielded questions about his
work, his years in France,
and his 20-year-long friendship with Gertrude Stein.
Thomson had a very rich,
very rewarding relationship
with Stein. He thought the
libretto Stein composed for
their opera, "Four Saints in
Three Acts," was "really
grande" and he decided to
set it to music including the
stage directions, he said.
Thomson’s mass for the
dead will be performed

classifieds

for sale

ISM:ATE: DEER & WINE
SUNDRIES I. DELI FOODS

worked out in Europe
Although American music
is the child of Europe, there
is a distinct American style,
centering in an anglo-saxon
heritage, as opposed to the
Italian and German influences more common in
Europe.
Thomson dated the corning
of age of U.S. music in 1910,
and saw its "American
accent" as evolving around
1920.
He called a "sense of a
steady beat," which evolved
from the prevalence of
dance, folksongs and hymns,
and a demand for free stress
forms characteristically
American.
,
Africa has contributed
with subtle percussion music
and Asia with a variety of
drums and gongs. The
Oriental slide and blue notes
are two areas where African
and Asian influences come
together in American music
Thomson said.
During a question an
answer period the composer

To anyone but a Stein
devotee, the work was nearly
incomprehensible and more
than a little ridiculous. It
abounded with lines like
"little silver mats are very
pretty, and silver is very
useful as to color."
The high point of the
concert was Thomson’s
"String Quartet No. 2." The
quartet was unmistakably
modern, while still being
solid, inventive and totally
captivating.
Pat Strange and Katy
Rieke on the violin, Susan
Bates on the viola, and Chris
Yenny on the violoncello
provided a beautifully
sensitive interpretation of
the piece, certainly the
evening’s best.
"Stabat Mater" was also
played by thQuartete
companying soprano Jeanne
Garson in this French text
about the Virgin Mary
mourning for her son at the
foot of the cross.
Interrelationships between
the diverse tones were explored in three movements,
the last of which closed with
a dramatic, almost painful
dissonance.
Following the concert,
Thomson spoke on the
evolution and present state
of American music.
By the time America was
learning to speak the
musical language, he said,
the "grammar of style and
the full vocabulary of
meaning" had already been

the concert.
The program opened with
’Capitals, Capitals," a work
by Gertrude Stein that
Thomson set to music in
1926.
The composition for four
voices was well fitted to its
subject matter, a rambling
disjointed piece representing
a conversation between four
French capitals.
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Woman inspires attempt
to legalize use of mace

Students may lose food stamps
Federal law limits
pupils ineligibility
By Heidi Van Zant
SJSU students now are
ineligible for food stamps if
their parents claim them as
dependents in 1976 and the
parents do not qualify for the
program.
Santa Clara County 29,201
residents receiving food
stamps, according to Jack
Kawarnoto, Santa Clara
County social services
division chief.
Kawamoto said he has "no
idea" how many SJSU
students are on the rolls nor
how many will be affected by
the change, which went into
effect April 1.

their parents plan to claim
them as dependents this
year.
If the parents do plan to
claim a student, a form will
be sent to them to verify
their income.
Eligibility limited
The student then will be
eligible for food stamps only
if the parents are eligible,
Ka warnoto said.
Neither the parents nor the
student will have to verify
the dependency status of the
student.

"There’s always a chance
they can lie, but it’s not an
open invitation to lie," said
Numbers decreasing
Fred Lacy, chief of the food
Ile said, however, that he
stamp policy coordinating
does expect the number of
bureau in Sacramento.
eligible students to decrease.

Lynn De Vilbiss, SJSU
financial aids counselor, also
said she does not know how
many students will be
ineligible because of the
federal "tax dependency
clause."

Flu; Martin
of ,i

new law fewer students may he on food stamps.

Kawarnoto said when
students apply for food
stamps they will be asked if

Controversy seen
Lacy said the reason for
the tax dependency clause
might be "because there’s
been a controversy for
years.
"Some feel food stamps is
not a program to supplement
education. And others feel
they ’students) have abused
it," Lacy said.

,

Dorm porno writer
gets media attention
The dumbest question
Ransil received throughout
all the interviews was,
"Don’t you feel it was your
duty as an investigative
reporter to actually get in
there and experience it?"

It
was
11:30
am
yesterday and the Spartan
Daily office was a madhouse.
Newspaper
reporters,
television crews, students
and curious observers
packed the room trying to
get a word with Louise
Ransil, the reporter who
uncovered the bare facts of
the porno productions in the
SJSU dormitories.

"I’m not that dedicated,"
she replied.
Ransil described her
parents
as
"strict
Catholics," and they reacted
to her story in that way.

local television crews
included channels 2, 4, 5, 7
and 11. Radio stations KCBS,
KNEW, KLOK, KSJS and
KIQI, as well as reporters
from the San Jose Mercury.
News and the San Francisco
Chronicle and Examiner
contacted the Spartan Daily.

11) Sue "Iresarthen
A woman who was
recently attacked near her
home in Fremont used a
cannister of mace to repel
her attackers. After the
report was filed with the
police,
she
thought
everything was over until
police returned and confiscated her mace.
Rebecca Bacque has now
started a statewide drive to
make -mace-like substances
legal in California, as they
are in almost every other

guilt) of a puldir offense and
upon conviction thereof shall
by
impunished
be
prisonment in the state
prison not to exceed two
years or by a fine not to
exceed by $2,000, or by
both."
Jones,
Kenneth
Sgt.
Newark Police Department,
said the effects of mace are
"very uncomfortable and
painful if received in large
doses. It especially hurts the
eyes and nose."
.lones did point out that

’I shudder to think what
would happen if mace were
made legal’Ken Jones
state."
New York, Illinois and
California are the only states
where mace, or chemicals
like it, are illegal.
According to the penal
code, mace is a tear gas. The
legal definition of tear gas is
"liquid, gaseous or solid
substances intended to
produce temporary physical
discomfort."
inThe
strictest
terpretation of that means
that hair spray can be
illegal
considered
an
weapon.
blic offense
The code also states, "Any
person, firm or corporation
who within this state
knowingly sells or offers for
sale, possesses or transports
any tear t!ti s weapon is

mace can be washed out
while a bullet takes a little
more work to get rid of.
Whether a person will be
arrested for possession of
mace depends on the circumstances involved.
Arrests users
Sgt. Mike Destro of the San
Jose Police Department
said, "An officer that is on
the job would arrest a man
or woman carrying mace.
Whether or not to prosecute
that person is entirely in the
hands of the district attorney, though. The officer
has a lot of options. If he
wanted, he could go and
swear out a warrant then go
back and arrest the person
later."
Jones said mace doesn’t
always work.

II a person is really ma
or emotionally upset you ca,
spray it all day and nothin
is going to happen."
The problems of legalizin
niace are obvious. With n
control, the chemical cool.
be just as abused as gun
are.
"Peace
officers
Sr
required to have eight hour
of chemical training, Jone
said. "They cover the ethic
of using it and learn thi
different types of tear gas
The training also include
four hours of book learnin
and running through a mon
with the gas in it."
Persons untrained in th,
use of gasses, suddenl:
turned onto the streets with
cannisters of mace, could di
more harm than good, Jone:
said. "I shudder to thini
what would happen if mact
were made legal and then
were no controls on it."
Assemblyman
Alistc,
McAlister, D -San Jose
recently introduced a nest
bill, AB 3630, to the slat(
legislature which woulr
make mace and tear gat
weapons legal for self
defense.
"I realize that there art
those who will say that mac
could
hurt
someone,’
McAlister said.
"But any conceivable
defensive device can be user
to hurt someone. . .includin;
hat pins, clubs, feet and barx7
hands," he said.
McAlister said his bill wa:
prompted by Bacque’s ex
perience with the muggers

"You get it better at The Wherehouse"

E, NBIGGEST
NOW
Fr; -

"I told them for the first
time last night," said Ransil.
-I’m just about looking for
another place to live. They
don’t want me associating
with those people."

LP’S

MFRS.
SUG.
LIST
PRICE
6.98
OUR
REG.
TICKE
PRICE
4.96

Reactions of the television
reporters varied.

ABC and NBC network
news headquarters from
Ness York also called.

Rigo
Chacon,
from
channel 7, was "impressed
with a journalism student
corning up with a story not
everybody could have come
up with."

Barbara Walters, co-host
of NBCs "Today Show,"
interviewed Ransil over the
telephone. Ransil was impressed with Walters, who
already had a copy of
Tuesday’s. Spartan Daily.

Dennis Richmond, from
channel 2, stated "she got
else
everybody
what
overlooked."

"Walters had already read
my story which was more
thali sonic of the local media
had done." said Ransil. "She
was the most informed and
most intelligent."

On the other hand, John
Lester, channel 5, felt that
’nothing could shock me
anymore" and Dick Currier,
channel 4, said it was "just
another story."

WHAT
AWAY
TO LIVE!
LIGHTED TENNIS COURTS
. 4 SWIMMING POOLS
GYMAIVEIGHT ROOM
LIGHTED BASKETBALL
COURTS
.
IETA
ZUZQUCCABND
ARJUA LL2 SCAOLJNRATSS

AND: A Recreation Center featuring pool
tables, ping Pone, a television viewing room, a
lobraryrstudy room, a photography lab, ceramics
lab, and guitar classes All this and more
included with every aPar lineal

AND: 2 and 3 bedroom apartments all woo,
dishwashers, air conditioning, tic ovens, an.i
garbage disposals

All of this for an unbelievably low ’pit.
Come check us out.
From 101 take Tully Rcl,, West
’055 McLaughlin Rd , San Jose

279-2300

Summer
HilL

YOU CANT ARGUE ’MTH
A SICK MIND
,

Lady
Ulljuutip.;$
In
The Waiting

iL

bkEt_KER BROTHERS HAND
BACK 10 BACK

11 VOI, 045551100(1
A I TILE DEL Ptli Mar

AD,

S. S
. LIST
PRICE 7.98
OUR REG. TICKET
PRICE 5.97

TAPES

THESE GREAT HITS & MANY MORE
PABLO CRUISE
Lifeline
SWEET
Give us a Wink
. JOHN DENVER
Windsong
TOMITA
Firebird
WANTED, THE OUTLAWS
Waylon Jennings & Others
’DAVID BOWIE
Station to Station
’SILVER CONVENTION
Save Me
LONNIE LISTON SMITH
Reflections of e Golden Dream
RUFUS
Featuring Chaka Khan
’ JIMMY BUFFETT
Havana Daydreamin
JOHN KLEMMER
Touch
’ISAAC HAYES MOVEMENT
Disco ConnPe t on

’LEE OSKAR
Lee Oskar
CAPTAIN & TENNILLE
Song of Joy
ISAAC HAYES
Groove a than
*ERIC CARMEN
Eric Carmen
BARRY MANILOW
Tryin to Get the Feeling
’MELISSA MANCHESTER
Better Days, Happy Endings
BAY CITY ROLLERS
Rock n Roll Love Letters
*NATALIE COLE
Inseparable
’THE SYLVERS
Showcase
SAMMY HAGAR
None On a Ten Scale
*L.A. EXPRESS
1 A Express
AEROSMITH
AP r smith

THIN LIZZY
Jailbreak
DOORIE BROTHERS
Talton’ It to the Streets
LOGGINS & MESSINA
Native Sons
LES DUDEK
Les Dudek
’BOB DYLAN
Desore
*CHICAGO
Greatest Hots
’LAURA NYRO
Smile
’PHOEBE SNOW
Second Childhood
’WEATHER REPORT
Black Market
’TED NUGENT
Ted Nugent
’DAVE LOGGINS
Country Suite
’EAGLES
Theo Greatest Hits

’ONE FLEW OVER THE
CUCKOO’S NEST
Or Tonal Soundtrack
ELVIN BISHOP
Struttin’ My Stuff
OUEEN
A Night at the Opera
OLIVI A NEWTON JOHN
Come On Over
’DIANA ROSS
Diana Ross
FLEETWOOD MAC
Fleetwood Mac
’RETURN TO FOREVER
Romantic Warrior
NILS LOFGREN
Cry Tough
’KISS
Destroyer
’GEORGE BENSON
Breezin’
’GARY WRIGHT
The Dream Weaver

HUNDREDS OF HIT TITLES
Johnnie Taylor 4,
".-.1usktf"-gd1 AVAILABLE
Eargasm
AT THESE
LOW
PRICES
!!!

LED

zEPPEog
PRESENCE

soz scaoas :411
SILK DEGREES

iocbd
Who Can I Soy Narboa,gnts love Me lunwr
We no All Alone owdown

Dont touch 11 Body IN Ibu Can I buch Her On*
Somebody ON. tin. re Moo DM k trre World
Running ON O. Lon

2 LP Set 4 FiR1
T e 6 1H

WHEREHOUSE.
doe*tion of 041TE(3RITY EWTERTAINIIENT COPP.

records

tapes

1971 TULLY ROAD
1029 BLOSSOM HILL RD.
SAN JOSE
JOSE
SAN
1915 EL CAMINO REAL
MOUNTAIN VIEW

records
1395 S. WINCHESTER BLVD. I
SAN JOSE
1934 EL CAMINO REAL
SAN MATEO

